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Abstract

Context-aware data tailoring studies the means for the system to furnish the users, at any moment, only with the set
of data which is relevant for their current context. These data may be from traditional databases, sensor readings,
environmental information, close-by people, points of interest etc. To implement context-awareness, we use a formal
representation of a conceptual context model, used to design the context schema, which intensionally represents all the
contexts in which the user may be involved in the considered application scenario.

Following this line of thought, in this paper we develop a formal approach and the corresponding strategy to manage
the evolution of the context schema of a given context-aware application, when the context perspectives initially envisaged
by the system designer are not applicable any more and unexpected contexts are to be activated. Accordingly, when
the context schema evolves also the evolution of the corresponding context-aware data portions must be taken care
of. The aim of this article is thus to provide the necessary conceptual and formal notions to manage the evolution of
a context schema in the perspective of data tailoring: after introducing a set of operators to manage evolution and
proving their soundness and completeness, we analyze the impact that context evolution has on the context-based data
tailoring process. We then study how sequences of operator applications can be optimized and finally present a prototype
validating the feasibility of the approach.
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1. Introduction

The technological scenario of our era has enabled an
extremely large variety of information sources to become
available even to casual users: all kinds of organizations
collect, maintain and use terabytes of information about
their customers, suppliers and operations, while, with the
help of the widespread use of mobile terminals, the WWW
is becoming day by day more friendly to any kind of users.
The contribution of the two recent phenomena Internet of
Things and Social Networking further enriches and com-
plicates the overall scenario.

Such an extensive repository constitutes an unprece-
dented opportunity for users, but at the same time risks
to overwhelm them; often the only way to get the gist
of the available information requires that the users know
exactly how to formulate the query, a difficult task when
the dataset structure and meaning are not known a priori.
Moreover, really large data collections simply cannot be
stored in the increasingly popular portable devices, still
characterized by a relatively limited amount of memory.
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The literature has coped with this research challenge by
proposing techniques for summarizing [1], compressing [2]
and analyzing Big Data [3]. In our opinion, this problem
can be cleverly solved also by applying personalization, so
that the information provided to a user is reduced on the
basis of the user’s personal preferences [4], on the user’s
current situation [5] – i.e., her context –, or even on both
aspects [6]. Note that, even with amounts of data well
below our current idea of “big”, personalization constitutes
an important contribution to data usability.

This work considers context-based personalization. In
order to reduce a large dataset on the basis of the con-
text, conceptual context models have been introduced (see
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11] for surveys), allowing to represent the con-
text through some perspectives (dimensions): typical such
dimensions are, for example, the user’s current role and
her location. Also more sophisticated context parameters
can be introduced, like the current activity of the user,
or her main interest topic. We call data tailoring [12] the
activity of selecting, for each specific context, the rele-
vant information: data tailoring refers to the capability of
the system to provide the users only with the view (over
an overall data representation, like for instance a global
schema) that is relevant for their current context.

We use the expression context model to indicate the
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set of constructs and constraints that allow us to represent
the dimensions of context and their values at a conceptual
level. The activity of designing a context-aware database
requires to produce a context schema, which exploits the
constructs provided by the context model to describe the
set of dimensions and their values relevant for a certain
application scenario. A context instance, or simply a con-
text, represents a particular situation, described according
to a context schema.

A context schema thus represents synthetically the struc-
ture of the context, and as such is useful when reasoning
about the assignment of a data portion (contextual view)
to each context. For example, the work [13] presents a
very effective and efficient method to automatically assign
data views to all the contexts represented by the schema,
only by associating one view with each context dimension
value.

Throughout the paper we use a running example in the
movie domain: we consider a company offering services
of video on demand and reservation of cinema tickets. In
this scenario, possible perspectives useful to tailor the data
are the kind of user (e.g., adult, teenager or family with
children), the interest topic (e.g., cinemas or movies), the
situation (e.g., alone or with friends), the time (e.g., day-
time or night) and the zone. The company uses context-
awareness to suggest to its customers the movie(s) which
are most appropriate to their current context.

The useful dimensions for data tailoring depend on the
application requirements, that in current systems are in-
trinsically dynamic and thus can evolve. Just as in the case
of database schema evolution, requirement changes can be
due to various reasons, including changing business needs
or application and technology developments [14]: the con-
text representation used to perform the tailoring process
should thus be smoothly adapted to the evolution of re-
quirements over time.

Consider the movie example above. The company might
change its business policy, deciding to remove the distinc-
tion between daytime and evening schedule; this would
lead to removing the time dimension from the context
representation. Moreover, at a certain point marketing re-
searches might reveal that adult customers and teenagers
show the same behavior, thus making it useless to dis-
tinguish between the two user groups: then the designer
might simplify the representation of the user type, merg-
ing the two categories adult and teenager. In addition, if
the impact of technological changes on the considered ap-
plication grows, the designer might deem it appropriate to
tailor the data also on the basis of the kind of device used
for the access, thus inserting a device dimension in the con-
text representation. The above changes then become out-
of-sync w.r.t. the previously envisaged contexts, known
by the user (and by the context-aware application) at a
given moment; thus the system must be able to respond to
queries and applications in a seamless way, that is, a way
as similar as possible to the context-aware behavior the
users and applications expect. Note that studying context

schema evolution is also preliminary to understanding con-
text sharing among different users, a need that may arise
in P2P scenarios [15].

As remarked already, this problem is similar to a prob-
lem of database schema evolution, where the queries de-
signed to run on old schema versions should be maintained
in order to be still applicable in the face of database schema
changes. After having studied the literature on schema
evolution in various fields, we propose strategies to flex-
ibly manage the evolution of context schemas in a data
management perspective, i.e. keeping in mind that the
context is used to perform data tailoring; the context, in
fact, has been employed in the literature to manage not
only data, but also many other kinds of entities, including
mobile sessions [16], services [17], intelligent spaces [18],
etc.

The basic idea of our approach is to introduce a set of
evolution operators to be used by the designer for modify-
ing the conceptual context schema when necessary. These
operators are so conceived as to support the evolution of
the contextual (tailored) views as well. We will show in
this paper that specific problems encountered in the sce-
nario of context schema evolution cannot be solved us-
ing the techniques proposed by database schema evolu-
tion while, conversely, the special characteristics of context
schema evolution make some problems of the database case
trivial.

Indeed, our context model provides intuitive constructs
and operations that afford a high level of abstraction with
respect to the application scenario and to the employed
technologies, and permit the management of (hierarchi-
cal) context information of various types, possibly coming
from diverse sources. As pointed out in [19, 20], these are
fundamental features of the modern context models, thus,
we believe that the results and techniques that we present
in this paper are easily generalizable to other context mod-
els and implementable by means of different programming
languages and logical data models, e.g. XML or some
object-oriented language. Such implementations may take
advantage of previous schema evolution proposals, how-
ever this operation must be performed with some caution
because the semantics do not immediately correspond to
each other, as highlighted in Section 9.

Goal and contributions. Built on research already
published in [21] – which provides the initial formalization
of schema evolution for context-aware data tailoring – the
main original contributions of this paper are:

• The consolidation of the formal basis for context
schema evolution.

• An extension of the set of evolution operators intro-
duced in [21], along with their declarative and oper-
ational semantics. This is the basis of our principled
approach to the overall evolution process.

• The proof of important properties of the operators.
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• The study of the impact of context schema evolution
on the lifecycle of context-aware data management
systems.

• The optimization of sequences of operator applica-
tions.

• An engine, implementing the operators, which al-
lowed us to verify experimentally the feasibility and
effectiveness of the approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the
background on the employed context model and its usage
for defining contextual views, while Section 3 examines the
literature on evolution. Section 4 outlines our framework
for managing context schema evolution. Section 5 intro-
duces a formal description of the evolution operators, Sec-
tion 6 explains how the contextual views are affected by the
evolution process, and Section 7 deals with the optimiza-
tion of sequences of operators. Section 8 provides a full
example of the usage of context to tailor data and of the
application of the operators, while Section 9 exploits this
example for a detailed comparison of our approach with in-
teresting proposals from the literature and explains what
are the fundamental differences with the other schema evo-
lution proposals. Section 10 describes the implementation
of the context schema evolution system and, finally, Sec-
tion 11 draws the conclusions.

2. Background: The Context Dimension Model

In this section we present the Context Dimension Model
(CDM) [13] and an overview of contextual data tailoring
[5].

2.1. Informal Overview of the CDM

The CDM allows to represent context schemas (a.k.a.
Context Dimension Trees - CDTs) as trees with nodes
of two kinds: dimensions and dimension values (or con-
cepts). An example of context schema for the movie sce-
nario of the running example is shown in Figure 1. Di-
mension nodes are graphically represented as black nodes,
while concepts are drawn as white nodes. Dimension nodes
represent the different perspectives describing a context
(e.g. the type of user and the situation), while con-
cepts constitute the admissible values of each dimension
(e.g., the concepts adult and teenager are values of the
user dimension). The root is a special concept node repre-
senting the most general context (capturing all the data),
and its children are the main analysis dimensions. Every
dimension has only concept children, and each concept has
only dimension children; the latter are subdimensions fur-
ther specifying the concept. Dimensions and concepts can
be endowed with attributes, that are parameters whose
values can be dynamically derived from the environment
or provided by the users themselves at execution time. A
dimension can be connected to at most one attribute, used
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Figure 1: A context schema
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Figure 2: A context instance of the context schema in Figure 1

to replace a huge number of concepts when it is impractical
to enumerate them all (e.g., a GPS location). If this is the
case, the dimension does not have any concept child; e.g.,
the zone dimension has as child the attribute zone id.
One or more attributes can be added to concepts too; in
such a situation they are used to select specific instances
from the set of values represented by a concept node (e.g.,
the age of an adult customer). Attributes are graphically
represented in Figure 1 by square nodes.

An instance of a context schema is a set of dimension-
value pairs, and can also be drawn as a tree whose leaves
represent the values taken by the correspondng (sub)di-
mensions. Figure 2 shows an instance of the context schema
in Figure 1: a thirty-five-year-old adult, who is located in
the zone with identifier 20133, is interested in romantic
comedies, and is going to the cinema at night with friends.
Note also the attribute values, written in Figure 2 within
square brackets.

Note that in real applications context schemas are usu-
ally quite small: an analysis carried out in [5] on several
application scenarios has shown that it is very unlikely that
context schemas exceed 50 nodes. Context instances are
even smaller: in fact, a context instance contains a subset
of the dimensions of the corresponding context schema,
and each of them is associated with just one concept node
or an attribute.
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2.2. A Formal Definition of the CDM

Let N be the set of node identifiers. N is partitioned
into two subsets: concept node identifiers (N ○) and di-
mension node identifiers (N ●). Let A be the set of at-
tribute identifiers and L a set of strings. All these sets are
pairwise disjoint. We start by defining the context semis-
chema, that is a context schema which does not impose
the existence of a concept root:

Definition 1 (Context semischema). A context semischema
is a tuple S = (N,E, r,Att, α, λ) such that:

(i) N ⊆ N is a set of node identifiers, N = N○ ∪ N●;
N○ ⊆ N ○ is the set of concept node identifiers and
N● ⊆ N ● is the set of dimension node identifiers.
E ⊆ N × N is a set of directed edges, r ∈ N is a
node identifier such that (N,E) is a tree with root
r, Att ⊆ A is a set of attribute identifiers.

(ii) Every generation contains node identifiers of the same
type and this type is different from that of the im-
mediately previous and following generations, i.e.,
for each (n1, n2) ∈ E, n1 ∈ N○ ⇒ n2 ∈ N● and
n1 ∈ N● ⇒ n2 ∈ N○.

(iii) α ∶ Att → N is a function assigning a node identi-
fier to each attribute. If n ∈ N● is a leaf, i.e. if
(∄n1 ∈ N)((n,n1) ∈ E), then ∣α−1(n)∣ = 1; otherwise,
α−1(n) = ∅.

(iv) λ ∶ N ∪ Att → L is an injective function assigning a
unique label to node and attribute identifiers.

The set E of edges constitutes a binary relation on the
set of node identifiers; its transitive closure is indicated
by E+. Moreover, the following sets are defined: leaf di-
mensions N̄● = {n1 ∈ N● ∶ (∄n2 ∈ N)((n1, n2) ∈ E)}, leaf
concepts N̄○ = {n1 ∈ N○ ∶ (∄n2 ∈ N)((n1, n2) ∈ E)} and
leaves N̄ = N̄● ∪ N̄○.

The Context Dimension Tree is a specialization of the
semischema, as follows:

Definition 2 (Context schema, or CDT). A context schema
is a context semischema (N,E, r,Att, α, λ) in which r is a
concept node and λ(r) = context.

Remark 1. A context schema can be represented as an
XML document, where N is the set of XML elements and
E describes how they are nested; the set Att is represented
by means of XML attributes, associated with the elements
by α. Since the attributes in a context schema are not asso-
ciated with any value, each corresponding XML attribute
takes as value a default placeholder (e.g., age = “$age”).

Let V = L ∪ {ALL}, where ALL is a special string
indicating that no values have been provided. Context
semi-instances are defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Context semi-instance). A context semi-
instance is a pair I = (SI , ρI) where:

(i) SI = (NI ,EI , rI ,AttI , αI , λI) is a context semischema
such that every dimension node identifier n with no
attributes has exactly one child, i.e., for each n ∈
N●
I ∶ α−1

I (n) = ∅ there is exactly one n′ ∈ NI such
that (n,n′) ∈ EI .

(ii) ρI ∶ Att → V is a function assigning a string to each
attribute identifier.

A context instance is a semi-instance of a CDT:

Definition 4 (Context instance). A context instance is a
context semi-instance I = (SI , ρI) such that SI is a context
schema.

The next definition formalizes the relationship between
a context schema and a context instance:

Definition 5 (Schema-instance relationship). Let I = (SI ,
ρI) be a context instance, where SI = (NI ,EI , rI ,AttI , αI ,
λI), and S = (NS ,ES , rS ,AttS , αS , λS) be a context sche-
ma. I is said to be an instance of S if there exist an injec-
tive function hN ∶ NI → NS between instance and schema
node identifiers, and an injective function hA ∶ AttI → AttS
between instance and schema attribute identifiers satisfy-
ing the following conditions:

(i) hN(rI) = rS

(ii) for all (n1, n2) ∈ EI , (hN(n1), hN(n2)) ∈ ES

(iii) for all n ∈ NI , a ∈ AttS , if αS(a) = hN(n) then there
exists a1 ∈ α−1

I (n) such that a = hA(a1)

(iv) for all n ∈ NI it holds that λI(n) = λS(hN(n)), and
for all a ∈ AttI it holds that λI(a) = λS(hA(a))

Remark 2. Also an instance can be represented as an XML
document, containing a subset of the elements of the doc-
ument associated with the related schema, in which the
placeholders of the attribute values are replaced by actual
values.

As in database schema evolution, in this work we need
to make instances of a certain schema “evolve losslessly”,
becoming instances of a different one. The problem of
determining whether a transformation is information-pre-
serving has been studied in the database literature, see for
example [22, 23]. In particular, in this work we are inter-
ested in comparing the quantity of information contained
in instances produced by different transformations. Intu-
itively, in our case a context instance I can be considered
more informative than another one I ′ if it allows to per-
form a more precise data tailoring, that is, if I contains
more dimension nodes (or more concept attributes a such
that ρ(a) ≠ ALL) than I ′. The reason is that each di-
mension (or attribute of a concept node) contained in an
instance represents a perspective that contributes to the
tailoring process, and thus to refining the context-aware
view.
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Let ˆAtt○I be the set of attributes in an instance I as-
sociated with concept nodes and whose value is specified,
i.e. ˆAtt○I = {a ∈ AttI ∶ αI(a) ∈ N○

I ∧ ρI(a) ≠ ALL}. The in-
formation level of a context instance is defined as follows:

Definition 6 (Information level). Given a context in-
stance I, its information level is defined as IL(I) = ∣N●

I ∣+
∣ ˆAtt○I ∣.

Given a context semischema S = (N,E, r,Att, α, λ) and
a node identifier n ∈ N , parent(S,n) indicates a node n′ ∈
N such that (n′, n) ∈ E. In addition, Table 1 contains
some shorthands denoting useful sets.

2.3. Using Context for Data Tailoring

Context-based data tailoring can be performed on vari-
ous data models (e.g., relational [13], XML [24], ontologies
[25]), provided that the employed data model grants: (i) a
mechanism to specify views over a dataset; (ii) a contain-
ment relation F between views, formalizing the fact that
a view “contains less information” than another one (see
[26] for the XML model); (iii) an intersection operation ?
between views, used to identify the portion of information
that is common between the input views. Optionally, the
data model can also provide a union operation ⊎ between
views, with the intuitive meaning.

Data tailoring is a responsibility of the designer, and
consists in associating every context instance with the view
representing the data relevant for that context. Given
a CDT, the great number of possible context instances
makes the manual association of a view with each of them
impractical even at design time. In our solution, the de-
signer only associates a view with each concept node and
with each dimension node with attributes; then, the sys-
tem automatically generates one view for each context by
combining these views in a suitable way [13].

Formally, let S = (N,E, r,Att, α, λ) be a CDT and let
VIEWS be the set of possible views over the dataset of
interest. A function Rel ∶ N○ ∪ N̄● → VIEWS must be
defined by the designer. The view definitions assigned by
Rel to nodes with attributes transform these attributes
into parameters of the view. For example, in the context
schema in Figure 1 the movie interest topic features the at-
tribute language, which becomes the parameter language
of the associated view. Given a node n, the definition
of Rel(n) may contain all the attributes associated with
the nodes belonging to ãsc(n). The attribute values are
defined by the function ρI of Definition 3.

Let I = (SI , ρI), with SI = (NI ,EI , rI , αI , λI), be an
instance of the context schema S. The view associated
with I is obtained as the intersection of all the views asso-
ciated with the leaves of the tree (NI ,EI). Let us intro-
duce the function V iew(I) ∶ I → VIEWS:

V iew(I) = %
n∈N̄I

RelρI (hN(n)) (1)

where RelρI (hN(n)) is the view in which the attributes
take the values dictated by ρI .

This approach affords a high degree of flexibility also
with respect to evolution; indeed the designer, after the
evolution from a context schema to a new one, has only
to revise or add the (limited number of) views associated
with the nodes that have been modified by the evolution
operation, and the combination of these new views with
the other ones to form the new context-related views is
performed automatically.

Note that in this scenario the definition of the Rel
function is manually performed by the designer respect-
ing the hierarchical structure of the context schema [5].
This means that, quite naturally, the nodes situated in
the lower parts of the tree are associated with “more de-
tailed” views than their ancestors, i.e. ni ∈ desc(nj) ⇒
Rel(ni) FRel(nj). If the data model also defines a union
operation, the designer effort can be further reduced by
automatically computing bottom-up the views related to
the internal nodes, as unions of the ones associated with
the first generation of their concept descendants and their
dimension children with attributes:

Rel(n) = ⊎
{ni∈N

○
∶n=parent(S,parent(S,ni))}∪

{ni∈N̄
●
∶n=parent(S,ni)}

Rel(ni) (2)

In this case, the designer task becomes even lighter, since
she only has to define the views associated with the leaf
nodes. Only the view associated with the root is not com-
puted by union: by definition, it corresponds to the whole
database.

In a more autonomic scenario [27], the context-aware
views can be learned by the system, which analyzes the
behavior of the various users in the different contexts. Ac-
cordingly, when the designer decides some CDT change,
the context instances are also changed following the pol-
icy we define in this paper, and the associated views are
adapted automatically as the system learns from the user
behaviors in the newly defined contexts.

3. A Brief Account of the Research on Schema
Evolution

The need of managing schema modifications to make
applications resilient to changing requirements has grown
in the 80s within object-oriented databases, in the scope
of CAD/CAM systems [28, 29], and periodically becomes
relevant again when new data models or IT components
arise in the technological scenario. More recently, the
problem has been widely studied for relational databases
[30, 31, 32], ontologies [33, 34, 35], XML [36, 37, 38], and
in the web domain [39, 40]. Historically, two different ap-
proaches have been used to cope with schema modifica-
tions [41]: evolution and versioning. When schema evo-
lution is considered, the old schema version is replaced
by the new one, and techniques to keep on dealing with
all the entities associated with the old schemas have to
be provided. In the literature, these entities have been
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Table 1: Shorthands denoting useful sets

• children(S,n) = {n′ ∈ N ∶ (n,n′) ∈ E}

• siblings(S,n) = {n′ ∈ N ∶ n′ ≠ n ∧ parent(S,n) = parent(S,n′)}

• desc(S,n) = {n′ ∈ N ∶ (n,n′) ∈ E+}

• d̃esc(S,n) = desc(S,n) ∪ {n}

• ãsc(S,n) = {n′ ∈ N ∶ (n′, n) ∈ E+} ∪ {n}

data instances [28], queries [31], mappings [42], other re-
lated schemas [43]; [44] have considered transformations
between data models, and studied how to update schemas
defined in those data models. On the contrary, in the ver-
sioning approach all the past schemas are retained and
kept operating, with no adaptation needs.

We are interested in the evolution problem. When a
database schema changes, in fact, the new schema is often
just a different way of organizing the same data instances,
and thus it is reasonable to keep the old schemas active.
By contrast, context schema modifications reflect changes
in the modeled reality: the old context schemas describe
context instances now obsolete and no more applicable,
and keeping them operating makes little sense.

To the best of our knowledge, the only existing pro-
posal about context schema evolution is that of De Vir-
gilio and Torlone [45], which defines a general framework
to support the representation and management of a large
variety of context information. They introduce the no-
tion of profile schemes as trees composed of sets of di-
mensions, associated with attributes; profile instances are
defined assigning values to the attributes. In their frame-
work, the designer should produce mappings associating
the old schema versions with the current one; then, start-
ing from these mappings, the paper mentions also a trans-
lation function for the instances. This methodology is very
general, but only sketched; moreover, it requires a very
onerous work for the designer.

This paper presents the first full-fledged proposal for
context schema evolution, also taking into account ideas
from the existing evolution methods in other fields. The
literature on the evolution problem is extensive (see [46]
for a recent survey, or [47] for a complete list of references)
and cannot be exhaustively analyzed here, so we first sum-
marize the main approaches proposed for the relational,
object-oriented and ontological data models (Section 3.1).
Then, the proposals related to XML, which are the most
relevant to our work because of the hierarchical nature of
our context model, are presented in detail, also analyzing
which of the features that we considered important for our
aims are studied in the various techniques (Section 3.2).
Finally, we describe a very interesting approach which is
not bound to any specific data model (Section 3.3). The
detailed comparison of our methodology with the most in-

teresting ones from the literature is postponed to the end
of the paper, in Section 9, where we will explain why we
chose to develop a framework from scratch rather than
trying to apply one of existing approaches to our scenario.

3.1. Schema Evolution in Relational Databases, Object-
Oriented Databases and Ontologies

Several schema evolution methodologies have employed
predefined evolution operators. A very cited system deal-
ing with object-oriented schema evolution is Orion [28],
exploiting a set of operators to modify the schemas and
to migrate instance data accordingly; each schema has to
fulfill a set of invariants, and a set of rules to resolve pos-
sible invariant violations caused by the application of the
operators is provided. Operators are used also in the re-
lational setting in the Prism framework [31]; each opera-
tor is mapped to a logical representation in terms of dis-
junctive embedded dependencies, that are used to rewrite
queries. Within ontologies, the Kaon system [33] provides
a graphical user interface allowing to apply sixteen prede-
fined changes, divided in elementary and composite ones;
the changes are then propagated to the instances of the
modified ontology as well as to related ontologies.

Other works, like [48] in the relational setting and [35]
in the ontological one, allow the designer to apply arbi-
trary changes and then try to infer which of the changes
in a predefined set have been applied. The inference may
be approximate and require interaction with the designer.
Since ours is the first attempt to manage the evolution of
context schemas, we suppose that the changes to be ap-
plied are explicitly specified, leaving the change inference
problem as a future work.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that [49] suggests the
applicability of mapping composition techniques to man-
age relational schema evolution: the designer defines the
mappings between the old schema and the new one, and
these mappings are used to migrate instances. However,
proceeding this way the designer has to specify complex
mappings between schemas and, similarly to [45], this may
result in a very hard task.

3.2. XML Schema Evolution

Approaches to define mappings between schemas have
been defined in the scope of XML [50] too, and such tech-
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niques could be adopted to manage schema evolution. How-
ever, similarly to the relational case, the mapping defini-
tion may be an onerous task for the designer.

Paper [51] defines some evolution primitives for XML
documents, and the corresponding XQuery extensions sup-
porting evolution features; however, problems related to
schemas are not considered at all. Other works deal with
the update of XML documents to support their efficient in-
cremental validation with respect to a fixed schema: [52,
53, 54] consider an XML document as a tree and define
some updating primitives. These approaches consider chang-
ing instances w.r.t. to fixed schemas, whereas we need
to study instance adaptation as consequence of a schema
change.

Some strategies exploit the theory of formal languages:
they represent XML schemas through grammars, and their
evolutions by evolving such grammars. Hashimoto et al.
[55] propose update operations to modify schemas, prov-
ing their soundness and completeness; however, the corre-
sponding document adaptation is not considered. Chabin
et al. [56] represent DTDs by means of local tree gram-
mars, and to update the schema the designer has to pro-
vide a new grammar; the authors propose to cope with the
evolution by finding the least local tree grammar able to
generate the union of the languages associated with the old
and the new one, thus encompassing the old instances as
well as the new ones. Shoaran and Thomo [57] introduce
insert and delete operations to add or remove substrings
from the language associated with the schema with the
purpose of making the schema more tolerant; techniques
to find the automaton recognizing the language connected
to the new schema are proposed. The latter two strate-
gies tackle the evolution problem with the aim of building
a schema more “tolerant” than the original one, while in
our scenario we also have to consider that the evolution
might invalidate some instances.

Other works have considered schema evolution along
with the associated instance adaptation. Tan and Goh
[58] define operators to evolve XSDs, while Klettke [59]
and Dominguez et al. [60] propose to apply the modifica-
tions to conceptual models, and to propagate them first to
XML schemas and then to the documents; these propos-
als describe systems only under a practical point of view.
Su et al. [36], instead, propose operators to evolve DTDs,
providing detailed descriptions of preconditions and effects
of their applications similar to ours; however, instance up-
date is covered in a shallow way. An extension of this
framework with high-level operators is given by Prashant
and Kumar [61]. A formal characterization of operators
is introduced by Guerrini et al. [37, 38]. They propose
atomic and high-level modification primitives for XSD de-
scribing their preconditions and semantics; algorithms for
partial revalidation and adaptation of documents depen-
dent on the applied primitives are also defined. This ap-
proach is the most similar to ours, and we will compare it
with our framework in Section 9.

The primary goal of our research is to provide a formal

framework which is sufficiently general to be easily applica-
ble to other context models, with proofs of soundness and
completeness. As a second objective, we want to propose
a usable evolution infrastructure, so we choose to employ
intuitive operators, also providing high-level ones express-
ing common evolution needs. Moreover, in our framework
it is necessary not only to adapt the instances of the most
recent schema, but also to deal with older ones by applying
sequences of operators; we will show that in certain cases
these sequences need to be optimized.

Table 2 classifies the described operator-based approaches
to XML schema evolution w.r.t. the above-cited needs; ∼
indicates that the problem is addressed only partially, or
that not enough details are given in the paper. In partic-
ular, Guerrini et al. provide an optimization technique in
a subsequent paper [62], but considering a different (and
simpler) set of operators. As noted already, in the case
of context schema evolution we also have to consider how
changes are propagated to the associations between con-
texts and views; obviously the works about XML schema
evolution do not deal with such problems.

Table 2: Operator-based proposals for XML schema evolution
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Hashimoto et al. [55] ✓ ✓
Shoaran and Thomo [57] ✓
Tan and Goh [58] ∼
Klettke [59] ✓ ∼
Dominguez et al. [60] ✓
Su et al. [36] ✓ ∼
Prashant and Kumar [61] ✓ ✓
Guerrini et al. [37, 38] ✓ ✓ ∼ ✓

All the methodologies listed in Table 2 propose a set
of operators deemed useful to evolve XML schemas, ex-
pressed through DTDs, XSDs or conceptual schemas. The
table highlights how all of them do not take into account
some aspects that we believe important for the develop-
ment of a context schema evolution approach. However,
we could choose one of them, represent our context schemas
as needed by the chosen methodology (e.g., with DTD or
XSD), and then modify and extend the methodology in
order to deal with context schema evolution. In Section
9 our techniques are compared in detail with the strategy
of Guerrini et al. [37, 38], that according to Table 2 is
the approach that provides some operators and conditions
similar to ours, to show the points in which this approach
cannot represent fully the context modification operators,
since their pre- and post-conditions fall short of represent-
ing the ones that are needed.
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3.3. Schema Evolution at a Conceptual Level

Poulovassilis and McBrien [63] propose a formalism to
define schemas as hypergraphs constituted by nodes, edges
and constraints. This formalism can be used to provide a
common representation for schemas defined through dif-
ferent data models. Instances are described as sets of sets,
with a function putting them in relationship with their
schema. The schema transformation and the consequent
instance adaptation problems are tackled by introducing
primitive transformations allowing insertions and deletions
of nodes, edges and constraints. The authors show how the
ER model can be defined in terms of their hypergraphs,
and how intuitive ER transformations are expressible by
composing the primitives proposed in this paper.

The framework presented by this paper is very general
and interesting, thus in Section 9 we will propose a detailed
comparison of our approach also with this methodology.

4. A Framework for Context Schema Evolution

Figure 3 gives an overview of the framework we con-
ceived to manage context schema evolution, supposing w.l.o.g.
that all the data resides in a global database1 on a central
server. There are three actors: the server, the user device
and the designer. The server stores the global database
and performs all the activities needed to manage the con-
text, including evolution management and data tailoring.
At every context change, the user’s device sends to the
server the context instance describing her new situation
and requests the related data. The tailoring module as-
sociates each context instance with a view over the global
database, by combining the views related to nodes as de-
scribed in Section 2.32.

During system life-time, the designer may modify the
context schema, but only by using a set of predefined evo-
lution operators. The sequence of the modifications per-
formed by the designer is logged by the history of the ap-
plied operators component, making it possible to recon-
struct which operators have led from a version of the con-
text schema to another one.

The application of the evolution operators modifies the
context schema, possibly obliging the designer to redefine
the views related to some nodes. As will be clear in the
rest of the paper, the operators have been defined in such
a way as to immediately identify the parts of the CDT
that have been modified, and consequently the views that
need revision or must be added from scratch. In general,
the user device is unaware of the schema evolution, thus
might, at a certain point, communicate an outdated con-
text instance to the server. Then, the instance update

1Note that the fact that the database itself be centralized or not
is irrelevant w.r.t. this discussion. What is important is that the
views of VIEWS be defined over some global schema.

2In the view-learning scenario of [27], the tailoring module does
nothing more than assigning periodically the view definitions com-
puted by the learning system to the current context instance.

module converts it into an instance of the current CDT,
named evolved instance in Figure 3. This transformation
relies on the modification log.

Let us explain in detail the interaction between the
user device and the system through an example. Con-
sider a user Alice, who is in the context described by the
instance of Figure 2. Suppose that, as assumed in our
introductory example, the company has decided that the
data should not be tailored any more on the basis of the
kind of user; this entails the deletion of the user dimension
from the context schema of Figure 1. Moreover, imagine
that Alice’s client application, obviously not aware of this
change, starts the interaction with the system sending to
the server the context instance in Figure 2 (coherent with
the old schema, Figure 1), and expecting to obtain the re-
lated context-dependent view. Together with the instance,
Alice’s device also sends the CDT of Figure 1; this allows
the system to understand whether the received instance
is expressed in terms of the current context schema or of
an obsolete one. Since Alice’s CDT is indeed obsolete,
the server computes the sequence of operators that have
led from the schema in Figure 1 to the current one, and
the instance in Figure 2 is transformed into an instance
of the new schema. In the example this trivially means
eliminating the user dimension and (consequently) the
view associated with the adult node from the intersec-
tion which computes the contextual view. If Alice’s client
application is flexible enough to update its internal con-
text representation, the new schema is now sent to Alice’s
device; otherwise, the client application will continue to
use the old schema, and the server will evolve the context
instances produced by the client each time this operation
is required. Note that, in both cases, Alice herself is com-
pletely unaware of the evolution management process.

5. Evolution Operators

In this section we define (i) the declarative semantics
of the evolution operators used by the designer to update
the context schema and (ii) the transformations that the
instances undergo after the application of each operator.

An evolution operator op describes the features of the
resulting schema in terms of the source one and of some
other parameters. Each operator op is also associated
with a function IEop specifying the effects induced on the
instances; this function adapts the instances to the new
schema, preserving as much information as possible. Each
operator is characterized by a set of preconditions, impos-
ing some restrictions on the schemas to which they are
applicable; preconditions are expressed through first-order
formulas.

Given a context schema SS , the execution of an oper-
ator op with input parameters p1, . . . , pn produces – if the
preconditions are fulfilled – a new schema ST = op(SS , p1,
. . . , pn). The effect of this transformation on a legal in-
stance IS of SS is the production of a new instance IT =
IEop (SS , ST , IS , p1, . . . , pn).
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Figure 3: Framework for context schema evolution

First, we define the set of the atomic evolution opera-
tors, which has the following features: i) completeness:
this set of evolution operators is sufficient to define the
evolution to any valid target context schema; ii) sound-
ness: any sequence of these operators is guaranteed to
produce a context schema complying with Definition 2.

Do note that the application of these operators on a
schema triggers a sound instance adaptation, i.e. the up-
date induced on the instances produces context instances
complying with Definition 4, and maintains the consis-
tency between the resulting instances and the correspond-
ing (evolved) schema. We remark that, by contrast, it
makes no sense to require that the instance adaptation
be complete: in fact, instance adaptation is conceived to
define how the instances have to be modified as a conse-
quence of a schema evolution, and not to transform an
instance into another, arbitrary one.

Finally, the atomic operators along with their effects
on the instances are minimal: for each atomic operator,
no combination of other atomic operators exists that can
produce the same evolved schema and effects on the in-
stances.

Later, we introduce high-level evolution operators, which
can be expressed as sequences of atomic ones, producing
the same effects on both schemas and instances; they rep-
resent common evolution needs in a more compact way.

The set of atomic operators is indicated by OPAT , and
the set of high-level operators by OPHL; OP = OPAT ∪
OPHL.

5.1. Basic Atomic Evolution Operators and their Com-
pleteness

In this subsection we describe the first atomic opera-
tors, Delete and Insert. Their preconditions and seman-
tics, along with their effect on instances, are formally de-
scribed in the appendix (Table A.1). A textual description
follows.

Delete: the Delete operator eliminates the subtree
rooted in a node n from the source schema SS . As precon-
ditions, since a dimension must have either an attribute
(when it is a leaf) or at least a concept child, Delete can
only be applied to remove either a dimension node and its
subtree, or a concept node – if it has at least another sib-
ling – and its subtree. The effect of Delete on an instance
of the input schema eliminates from the instance the sub-
tree rooted in the node with identifier hN(n), if such a
node is present; moreover, if n is a concept, in order not
to produce a leaf dimension, in the instance also the image
through hN of the parent of n must be eliminated, together
with the edge connecting it with hN(n). In Table A.1 this
instance transformation is called IEDelete.

Insert: given a source schema SS , the operator Insert
inserts a semischema R as a child of a specified node iden-
tified by n. The identifiers contained in the semischema
must be different from the ones in SS , and the correct
type alternation between pairs of node generations must
be preserved; moreover, the labels of the nodes and the
attributes in the semischema must be different from those
already used in SS , in order to not introduce label con-
flicts. Since Insert does not alter the existing nodes and
attributes, the instances are not affected at all (see IEInsert
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in Table A.1).
In the figures that follow, for simplicity, nodes and at-

tributes are identified through their labels.

Example 1 (Basic atomic operators). Figure 4 shows the
application of the described operators to the CDT illus-
trated in Figure 1 (left hand side), and the resulting mod-
ifications of the instance depicted in Figure 2 (right hand
side). The changes are briefly described in the following:

1. The dimension labeled time is eliminated; the dele-
tion is applied to the instance too.

2. The subdimension labeled time is added under the
movie node; according to the IEInsert semantics, the
insertion in the CDT does not affect the instance.

The set of basic atomic operators is sufficient to express
all the possible schema modifications, i.e., it is complete.
Our notion of completeness is similar to that of [28, 36, 37].

Theorem 1 (Completeness). Given two arbitrary CDTs
S1 and S2, it is possible to find a finite sequence of opera-
tors belonging to {Insert, Delete} that transforms S1 into
S2.

Proof. Let us consider two context schemas SS and ST .
Let cS1, . . . , cSn be the children of rS and cT1, . . . , cTm the
children of rT . Moreover, let TT1, . . . , TTm be the subtrees
rooted in cT1, . . . , cTm.

The following sequence of Delete and Insert operators
builds ST starting from SS :

• S0 = SS

• for i: 1, . . . , n, Si =Delete(Si−1, cSi)

• S0 = Sn

• for i: 1, . . . ,m, Si = Insert(Si−1, TTi, rSi)

• ST = Sm

5.2. Methodological Considerations and Further Atomic Op-
erators

Let us analyze Example 1 in more detail: at step 1,
the subtree rooted in the dimension named time is elim-
inated from the schema, thus causing the same deletion
from all the instances that contain it. At step 2 a sub-
tree identical – syntactically and semantically – to the one
that has been deleted is inserted under the concept node
movie; however, according to the IEInsert semantics, the
instance remains unaltered when new information is added
to the schema. Nevertheless, such a sequence of changes
might intuitively represent a “move” operation, that is, in
the designer’s intention, the time information has proba-
bly become relevant only for those users who are interested
in movies. The initial instance indicates an interest both
in the movies and in time but, when the time information

is deleted, this aspect is completely lost in the context
instance and does not influence the subsequent insertion.
Therefore the (elsewhere reasonable) effects of the Delete
and Insert operators on the instances in this case result
in the loss of the information related to time, due to the
fact that the evolution process “forgets” the deleted sub-
tree, taking care only of the information contained in the
most recent schema and instances. A similar issue has
been considered also by Lerner [48], that in the scenario of
the evolution of object-oriented types illustrates a similar
need to move an attribute from a type to another one.

The problem can be solved by storing the eliminated
subtrees in order to facilitate later reintegration, if neces-
sary. We enrich Delete with two functions: the schema
cache SCDelete and the instance cache ICDelete (Table A.2
of the appendix). The former returns the cached con-
tent after its deletion from the schema, while the lat-
ter does the same after the deletion from the instance.
The new Delete entails the caching of the semischema
SM = SCDelete(SS , ST , n), while IEDelete is associated with
the caching of the semi-instance IM = ICDelete(SS , ST ,
SM , IS , IT , n); for reasons that will be clear later in the
paper, the node nM with which SM was connected in
the source schema is cached too. Note that SCDelete and
ICDelete do not implement any schema or instance modifi-
cation: they only define the information to be cached after
a deletion. The stored content is available to be used by
an insertion if this is executed immediately after the dele-
tion, then it is purged. Note that now, in order to exploit
the content stored during the deletion, a “memory-aware”
insertion operator will be necessary.

Consider now the schema and the instance obtained
after the evolution described in Example 1. Suppose first
that the designer deletes from the CDT the nodes adult

and teenager – children of user –, triggering the removal
of the user dimension from the associated instance; then,
she inserts a new node person under the same dimension
user. According to the IEInsert semantics, the instance
remains unaltered, because the instance where IEInsert is
applied now does not carry any information about the new
node. Nevertheless, such a sequence of changes might in-
tuitively represent a “merge” operation, that is, in the de-
signer’s aims, the added node is meant as a substitute for
both adult and teenager; the sequence of deletions and
insertions, though able to modify the schema according
to the designer’s intentions, did not modify the instance
as intended. Again, it turns out that, even if Insert and
Delete are enough to achieve schema update completeness,
the designer might need more atomic operators inducing
useful behaviors on the instances and not obtainable as
combinations of insertions and deletions.

To satisfy this need we add two atomic operators to
OPAT : a “memory-aware” insertion InsertFromMemory,
and then a Merge operator. We also add a further opera-
tor whose need we have noticed: the ReplaceSubtreesWith-
Attribute. This is useful when the designer deems the hi-
erarchy underlying the dimension node no more interest-
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Figure 4: Application of the basic atomic operators described in Example 1

ing. Example 3 shows an instance of this case. Remark
that this set of new operators has been determined accord-
ing to our intuition about the possible changes that may
take place as consequences of the dynamism of the appli-
cation requirements; therefore, it may be further widened.
Moreover, note also that despite the memory-aware inser-
tion InsertFromMemory has been defined, we still retain
the standard insertion operator Insert, which is necessary
when the designer wants to insert in the context schema a
completely new semischema, not resulting from a deletion.

A textual description of the new operators follows, while
their preconditions and semantics are shown in Tables A.3
and A.4 of the appendix.

InsertFromMemory: InsertFromMemory is similar
to Insert but takes as additional the cached semischema
SM ; the associated function IEInsertFM takes as input also
the semi-instance IM . Therefore ST = InsertFM(SS , SM ,
R,n) and IT = IEInsertFM(SS , ST , SM , IS , IM ,R,n). The
operator InsertFromMemory behaves exactly as Insert does,
but the semischema R inserted under the node n is re-
trieved from the cache (if any); it is allowed to modify at-
tributes and labels, while nodes and edges have to remain
the same of the semischema stored in the memory. If n is
a concept node, the memory contains a semi-instance, and
the source instance contains the node corresponding to n,
then IEInsertFM reinserts the stored semi-instance. On
the contrary, if n is a dimension node, the semi-instance
is reintegrated only if the semischema has been reinserted
exactly in the same position, thus simply rolling back the

previous deletion; in fact, if the stored semischema were
moved, the reinsertion would cause the presence of white
siblings in the instance (forbidden by Definition 3). Note
that InsertFromMemory must necessarily follow a Delete
operation. A specific precondition guarantees this fact, by
requiring the presence of a non-empty cached semischema
(see the appendix for details), which can only be produced
by a Delete operation. Note also that InsertFromMemory
allows only to reinsert a previously eliminated subtree, and
not to duplicate a subtree in a different position; copying a
subtree would produce a context schema inconsistent with
Definition 1, since duplicated identifiers are not allowed.

Merge: the Merge operator merges a set of concept
siblings {m1, . . . , mp} into a unique node labeled `; the
new node will have all the attributes previously connected
to the replaced nodes. The root cannot be involved in a
merging. The label ` must be different from the labels al-
ready in use in the schema, with the exception of those of
the nodes {m1, . . . ,mp} that are being removed. If an in-
stance contains a node corresponding to one of the merged
ones, IEMerge substitutes it with a new node labeled `. It
is immediate to see that this operator is atomic, because
its effect on instances IEMerge cannot be obtained by com-
bining IEDelete and IEInsert.

ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute: ReplaceSubtrees-
WithAttribute (RSWA) replaces all the subtrees rooted in
the (concept) children of a dimension node identified by n
with an attribute labeled `; the label ` cannot be among
those associated with nodes and attributes of the source
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schema that are not part of the replaced subtrees. The
effect IERSWA updates an instance if it contains a node
identifier k corresponding to one of the children of n; in
such a situation the subtree rooted in k is replaced by
the new attribute, whose value will be the label of k. This
operator is atomic for the same reason as the previous one.

The following theorem states that after the application
of Merge the information level of the instances is greater
or equal than after the application of a sequence of Delete
and Insert.

Theorem 2. Given the context schemas SS and ST =
Merge(SS ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `), and the context instance IS
of SS, let IM = IEMerge(SS , ST , IS ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `). For
each instance ID obtained as the effect of a sequence of
Delete and Insert producing the same results as Merge on
the schema, it holds that:

(i) IL(ID) ≤ IL(IM)

(ii) If there exists a “witness node” n1 in IS such that
hN(n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}, then IL(ID) < IL(IM)

Proof. Suppose that there exists a witness node n1 ∈ NIS
such that hN(n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}, and consider the seman-
tics of IEMerge. By definition of NIT , variations to the
set of nodes concern only concept nodes, therefore N●

IM =
N●
IS . Moreover, according to the definitions of AttIM and

ρIM some attributes are added to AttIS , but all of them
take the value ALL. Therefore also ˆAtt○IM = ˆAtt○IS , and
IL(IM) = IL(IS). Suppose now that there is no n1 ∈ NIS
such that hN(n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}; according to the IEMerge

semantics IM = IS , and so IL(IM) = IL(IS). Thus, in any
case, after the application of Merge, IL(IM) = IL(IS).

Let us consider a sequence of insertions and deletions
producing the same schema obtained with Merge, and an
instance ID; such a sequence exists due to Theorem 1.
IEInsert leaves the instances unchanged, so the information
level of ID is determined exclusively by the deletions in-
cluded in the sequence. IEDelete can only remove nodes and
attributes from the instance, without adding anything, so
IL(ID) ≤ IL(IS). Given that IL(IM) = IL(IS), we have
IL(ID) ≤ IL(IM), that is (i).

To prove (ii), consider the situation in which there ex-
ists the witness n1 ∈ NIS such that hN(n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}.
Let l ∈ NIS be such that hN(l) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}. The se-
quence of Insert and Delete required to obtain ST needs
necessarily to eliminate all the subtrees rooted inm1, . . . ,mp

from SS , in order to add the new node n as a child of
parent(SS ,m1). The corresponding applications of IEDelete
cannot add new nodes or attributes, but according to the
IEDelete semantics it will surely remove the node parent(IS ,
l) from the instance. As a consequence, ∣N●

ID ∣ < ∣N●
IS ∣ and

∣ ˆAtt○ID ∣ ≤ ∣ ˆAtt○IS ∣, and thus IL(ID) < IL(IS) = IL(IM).
Therefore (ii) holds.

Theorems 3 and 4 provides results analogous to The-
orem 2 for ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute and InsertFrom-

Memory. Their proofs are similar to that of Theorem 2,
and are omitted for brevity.

Theorem 3. Given the context schemas SS and ST =
RSWA(SS , a, `), and the context instance IS of SS, let
IR = IERSWA(SS , ST , IS , a, `). For each instance ID ob-
tained as the effect of a sequence of Delete and Insert pro-
ducing the same results as ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute
on the schema, it holds that:

(i) IL(ID) ≤ IL(IR)

(ii) If there exists a node n1 in IS such that hN(n1) =
αS(a), then IL(ID) < IL(IM)

Theorem 4. Given the context schemas SS and ST =
InsertFM(SS , SM ,R,n), and the context instance IS of
SS, let II = IEInsertFM(SS , ST , IS , SM ,R,n). For each in-
stance ID obtained as the effect of a sequence of Delete
and Insert producing the same results as InsertFromMem-
ory on the schema, it holds that:

(i) IL(ID) ≤ IL(IR)

(ii) If the instance cache is not empty and either of the
following is true:

(a) n is a white node and there exists a node n1 in
IS such that hN(n1) = n

(b) hNM(rIM) = n

then IL(ID) < IL(IM).

Note that a consequence of Theorem 4 is that the in-
formation level of the instance produced as an effect of
an Insert is less than or equal to that of the instance ob-
tained after InsertFromMemory. Intuitively, IEInsert does
not alter the source instance at all, while IEInsertFM may
recover previously cached dimensions and attributes.

Example 2 (InsertFromMemory). Figure 5 shows two ex-
amples that revise steps 1 and 2 of Example 1 taking into
account the cache functionality: step 1’ considers the ex-
tension of the Delete operation with the cache, while Step
2’ mimics step 2 of Example 1, but applying InsertFrom-
Memory instead of Insert.

Note that, in the instance obtained after the applica-
tion of Insert in Example 1, ∣N●∣ = 6 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 2, while in
the instance derived applying InsertFromMemory it holds
that ∣N●∣ = 7 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 2; therefore the former instance
is less informative than the latter one.

Example 3 (Merge and RSWA). Figure 6 shows the ap-
plication of the Merge and ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute
operators to the context schema obtained after the opera-
tions described in Example 1, and the resulting modifica-
tions of the instance. The changes are briefly described in
the following:
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Figure 5: Application of Delete and InsertFromMemory, as described in Example 2

3. The nodes labeled adult and teenager are trans-
formed into a unique node labeled person; in the in-
stance, the node labeled adult is replaced by a node
labeled person. Note that, in the instance obtained
after Merge, ∣N●∣ = 6 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 2; if a sequence
of deletions and insertions had been employed, the
instance would not have contained the user dimen-
sion, thus having ∣N●∣ = 5 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 1. As a con-
sequence the instance obtained with Merge is more
informative.

4. The subtrees rooted in the dimension labeled movie genre

are replaced by a new attribute labeled genre; this
change means that the classification among various
kinds of comedies is considered as no more useful
for the application, and that movies with further
and unpredictable genres are expected to come into
the catalog. In the instance the subtree rooted in
comedy is removed, and the new attribute assumes
the value comedy. Note that in the instance obtained
after RSWA ∣N●∣ = 5 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 2; if a sequence of
deletions and insertions had been employed, the in-
stance would have not contained the movie genre

dimension, thus having ∣N●∣ = 4 and ∣ ˆAtt○∣ = 2. As a
consequence the instance obtained with ReplaceSub-
treesWithAttribute is more informative.

5.3. Further Fundamental Properties of the Atomic Oper-
ators

In Section 5.1 the completeness of the atomic operators
has been proven. In this section, we study two more funda-

mental properties of our evolution framework: soundness
and minimality.

The following two theorems deal with the soundness of
the evolution process. If an evolution operator is applied
to a legal context schema fulfilling the preconditions, it
should produce a legal context schema according to Defi-
nition 2. Moreover, the adaptation of an instance as effect
of the evolution must be such that its outcome is: (i) a
legal context instance according to Definition 4 and (ii) an
instance of the schema produced by the evolution opera-
tor, according to Definition 5 [64].

Theorem 5 (Soundness of the schema evolution). Let SS
be a context schema, op ∈ OPAT and p1, . . . , pn the addi-
tional parameters required by op, then op(SS , p1, . . . , pn)
gives as result a context schema ST .

Proof. The soundness should be proven separately for each
operator. We choose to show the proof for Merge: the
others follow a similar pattern. Note that in the proof we
use the definitions of the components of the target schema
and the preconditions of Merge, whose formal details can
be found in the appendix.

Let {m1, . . . ,mp} ⊂ NS and ` ∈ L be the input param-
eters of Merge, and let n be the identifier of the new node
labeled ` inserted into the new schema. ST is obtained
from SS by eliminating the concept siblings (precondi-
tions 2 and 3, and definition of NT ), the edges involving
them (definition of ET ) and inserting the node identifier
n; such a node identifier is connected with the parent of
{m1, . . . ,mp} and to all their children (definition of ET ).
It is easy to prove that ST is a context schema. Indeed:
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3) Merge the nodes {m1 = adult,m2 = teenager} with a new node labeled ` = person
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Figure 6: Application of Merge and ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute operators, described in Example 3

• By definition of NT and ET , no dangling edges are
present in ST , and all the nodes are reachable start-
ing from rT . Therefore, condition (i) of Def. 1 is
satisfied.

• Being n a concept node identifier (precondition 1)
as m1, . . . ,mp, the fact that every generation con-
tains node identifiers of the same type is preserved
(condition (ii) of Def. 1).

• By definition of AttT and αT , each attribute is con-
nected to one and only one node in NT ; moreover,
the removed edges are replaced by a new node, there-
fore it is impossible to have a dimension lacking both
concept children and an attribute (condition (iii) of
Def. 1).

• Precondition 4 prevents label conflicts to arise (con-
dition (iv) of Def. 1).

• The root, not modified according to precondition 2,
is labeled context and is a concept node (Def. 2).

Theorem 6 (Soundness of the instance adaptation). Let
SS be a context schema, IS an instance of SS, op ∈ OPAT ,
p1, . . . , pn the additional parameters required by op, ST the
context schema result of op(SS , p1, . . . , pn). The result IT
of IEop(SS , ST , IS , p1, . . . , pn) is an instance of ST .

Proof. Again, we prove the theorem only for the Merge
operator. Let {m1, . . . ,mp} ⊂ N and ` ∈ L be the input
parameters of Merge and IEMerge.

Two facts have to be proven:

1. IT = (SIT , ρIT ) is a context instance: SIT is obtained
by SIS by only replacing, if present, a concept node
n1 ∶ hN(n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp} with another concept
node; therefore, condition (i) of Def. 3 is satisfied.
Moreover, ρIT correctly assigns a value to all the
attributes in AttIT (condition (ii) of Def. 3).

2. IT = (SIT , ρIT ) is an instance of ST : Suppose that
hN and hA be the functions relating IS and SS . Let
b1 . . . bk, d1 . . . dk and l be defined as in the seman-
tics of the instance update (see the appendix). The
functions between SIT and ST are defined as follows:

h′N(n1) = { n if n1 = l
hN(n1) otherwise

h′A(n1) = { di if n1 = bi
hA(n1) otherwise

h′N and h′A are obtained considering the old node
identifiers as before, and associating the possible new
node identifier in SIT with the new node identifier
in ST ; the new attribute identifiers that the new
node identifier takes from the siblings of hN(l) in the
source schema are associated with the corresponding
ones in the target schema. The four conditions of
Def. 5 are therefore satisfied.

The following theorem states that the set of atomic
operators is minimal:

Theorem 7 (Minimality). Given an atomic evolution op-
erator Op and a schema S, there is no sequence of atomic
evolution operators different from Op producing on S and
on all its instances the same result as the application of
Op.
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Proof. To prove the minimality of the atomic operators, we
need to build, for each of them, an example of an evolution
that can be performed using that operator, and cannot
be obtained by applying only other ones. Examples of
this kind have already been shown in the paper. Here we
propose a formal proof for Merge; the other proofs proceed
similarly.

For conciseness, let us represent a semischema through
the identifier of its root and the list of semischemas – if
any – that are children of the root, like this: a[b[c], d[e]].
Labels, attributes and attribute values, when relevant, can
be indicated by explicitly specifying the functions λ, α and
ρ.

We need Merge to evolve S1 = a[b[c, d]] to S2 =Merge(S1,
{c, d}, `) = a[b[e]] with λ2(e) = `, updating the instance
I1 = f[g[i]] of S1 with hN(f) = a, hN(g) = b and hN(i) = c
to the instance I2 = IEMerge(I1, S1, S2,{c, d}, `) = f[g[m]]
with hN(m) = e and λI2(m) = `. This evolution could not
be performed without involving Merge, because Merge is
the only operation allowing to add to the target instance
a node (like i) that was not present in the source instance
or in previous versions of the instance.

5.4. High-Level Evolution Operators

In this subsection we define four high-level schema evo-
lution operators, allowing to move subtrees, rename nodes
or attributes, insert and delete attributes. High-level op-
erators are shortcuts for sequences of atomic ones: a high-
level schema operator modifies the schema in the same way
as the corresponding sequence of atomic ones, and triggers
an identical update on the instances. Preconditions and
semantics of the high-level operators, along with the se-
mantics of the corresponding effects on the instances, are
formally described in Table A.5 of the appendix. Here fol-
lows a textual description, also reporting the sequences of
atomic operators needed to obtain the effects of the high-
level ones.

Move: the operator Move moves the subtree rooted in
the dimension node n as a child of the concept node identi-
fied by m; the latter cannot be a descendant of the former.
If the moved subtree is also partially present in an instance,
IEMove keeps and moves it only if its new parent is con-
tained too. If (a part of) the moved subtree is contained
in the instance but its new parent is not present, the sub-
tree is eliminated. Note that only movements of subtrees
rooted in dimension nodes are considered; though in rare
cases it could be sensible, e.g. to make romantic comedy

a real movie genre and not only a type of comedy, usu-
ally the movement of concepts is not useful, and there-
fore we have decided to ignore it in order to keep the
semantics of Move simpler. Move can be expressed with
atomic operators firstly by deleting the subtree rooted in n
(S1 =Delete(SS , n)), and then by reinserting it – with no
modifications – under m with InsertFM(S1, SM , SM ,m).

Rename: the operator Rename renames a node or
attribute, with identifier n, assigning ` as new label. It
is necessary that the new label be not already in use. If

necessary, IERename performs the same renaming on the
instances. Let R be the semischema obtained modifying
the one rooted in n by changing to ` the label of n; Rename
can be realized by using only atomic operators deleting
the subtree rooted in n (S1 = Delete(SS , n)), and then
reinserting its updated version with InsertFM(S1, SM ,R,
parent(SS , n)).

InsertAttribute: the operator InsertAttribute inserts
a new attribute labeled `, associating it with a concept
node identifier n. Moreover, the label ` must be differ-
ent from the labels already defined in the source schema.
If an instance contains a node identifier corresponding to
n, IEInsertAttribute adds the new attribute to the instance
with the value ALL. Let R be the semischema obtained
modifying the one rooted in n by adding an attribute la-
beled ` associated with the node n; InsertAttribute can be
mimicked with atomic operators by deleting the subtree
rooted in n (S1 =Delete(SS , n)) and then reinserting it in-
corporating the new attribute, with InsertFM(S1, SM ,R,
parent(SS , n)).

DeleteAttribute: the operator DeleteAttribute deletes
the attribute identified by a. IEDeleteAttribute updates the
instances eliminating the attribute whose identifier corre-
sponds to a through the function hA, if present. Let R
be the semischema obtained modifying the one rooted in
n, which has a as attribute, by removing the attribute a;
DeleteAttribute can be simulated with atomic operators by
deleting the subtree rooted in n (S1 = Delete(SS , n)) and
then reinserting it excluding a, with InsertFM(S1, SM ,R,
parent(SS , n)).

Example 4 (High-level operators). Figure 7 shows the
application of the high-level operators, starting from the
context schema obtained after the operators in Examples
1 and 3; the resulting modifications of the instances are
shown too. The changes are briefly described in the fol-
lowing:

5. The dimension labeled situation is moved as a sub-
dimension of person; being both situation and
person included in the instance, the movement is
performed there too.

6. The node labeled zone changes its name into place;
the renaming is performed on the instance too.

7. The new attribute labeled num friends is added to
the node labeled withFriends; the attribute is also
added in the instance, where takes the value ALL.

8. The attributes labeled t age and a age are removed;
the instance undergoes the same modifications.

5.5. Evolution Algorithms

Up to now we have proposed declarative definitions of
context schemas, context instances, and evolution opera-
tors. In this subsection we give their procedural semantics
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5) Move the subtree rooted in n = situation under m = person
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6) Rename the node n = zone with the new label ` = place
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7) Insert the attribute labeled ` = num friends on the node n = withFriends
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8) Delete the attribute a = a age, delete the attribute a = t age
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Figure 7: Application of the high-level operators described in Example 4 to the resulting schema of Example 3

providing, as examples, some of the algorithms that com-
pute schema evolution and modify the instances accord-
ingly. For this purpose, we consider a more appropriate
representation of context schemas and instances as trees:
a node of the schema and instance trees is represented as
a data structure (id, label, type, parent, child, att), where
id is the node identifier, label is the node label, type may
be concept or dimension, parent is the parent node, child
is the set of children nodes and att is the set of attributes
associated with the node. An attribute, in its turn, is a
data structure (id, label, value), where the value field has
a value only in context instances. We show the algorithms
that compute the Merge operator because it is the most
complex.

Algorithm 1 takes as input the tree representation of
the source schema, the identifiers of the nodes to be merged

m1, . . . ,mp, and the label of the new node; the source
schema is updated performing the merging. First of all the
node associated with the identifier m1 is located through
the function findNode, implementing a standard tree-search
algorithm, that in the worst case is linear in the number of
nodes; findNode returns not found if the requested iden-
tifier is not contained in the tree. The siblings of this
node are retrieved at Line 3; this step is linear in the
maximum number of children of a node, that we indi-
cate by max child. If the preconditions are fulfilled, at
Line 5 a new node is created, generating (in constant
time) a new identifier with the genId() function; then,
the nodes identified by m1, . . . ,mp are merged into the
new one. Function PrecMerge checks the preconditions;
the most complex step is that associated with the last
one, checked through the for loop at Line 21 requiring
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Algorithm 1 Merge

Require: Source schema tree, identifiers m1, . . . ,mp of the
nodes to be merged, label ` of the new node

1: node m1 = findNode(tree,m1)
2: node f = node m1.parent
3: Locate node m2, . . . , node mp in node f.child
4: if precMerge(tree, node m1, . . . , node mp, `) then
5: node new = newNode(genId(), `, concept, node f,

⋃p
i=1 node mi.child,⋃p

i=1 node mi.att)
6: node f.child = (node f.child∖ {node m1, . . . ,

node mp,}) ∪{node new}
7: for all node ∈ node new.child do
8: node.parent = node new
9: end for

10: end if
Ensure: tree is updated if the preconditions are fulfilled

11: function PrecMerge(tree, node m1, . . . , node mp, `)
12: node f = node m1.parent
13: for all i ∈ 1 . . . p do
14: if node mi = not found ∨ node mi.type ≠ concept∨

node mi.id = tree.id then
15: return false
16: end if
17: if node mi.parent ≠ node f then
18: return false
19: end if
20: end for
21: for all n node or attr. in the tree with root tree do
22: if n.id ∉ ∪p

i=1{node mi.id} ∧ node.label = ` then
23: return false
24: end if
25: end for
26: return true
27: end function

p ⋅ (∣NS ∣+ ∣AttS ∣) operations. The global complexity of Al-
gorithm 1 is thus O(max child+p ⋅(∣NS ∣+ ∣AttS ∣)); consid-
ering that max child≪ ∣NS ∣, p≪ ∣NS ∣ and ∣AttS ∣ ≪ ∣NS ∣,
we can simply write O(∣NS ∣).

Algorithm 2 supplies an implementation of IEMerge;
note that it does not require the target schema as an in-
put. The algorithm looks for each of the merged nodes,
and if one of them is present it is substituted with the
new node. The function convert at Line 2 computes the
instance node identifier mi i such that hN(mi i) =mi; we
suppose that this can be done in constant time. The func-
tion genIdInstance() at Line 5 generates in constant time
the identifier of the new node on the basis of the corre-
sponding one in the schema. The complexity of Algorithm
2 is determined by the findNode function, so it is linear in
the number ∣NIS ∣ of nodes in the instance.

Similarly to Merge, also the algorithms associated with
the other operators are at most linear in the number of
nodes of the input schema or instance.

Algorithm 2 IEMerge

Require: Source instance inst, source schema sch, identifiers
m1, . . . ,mp of the nodes to be merged in the schema, label `
of the new node, identifier n of the new node in the schema

1: for all mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp} do
2: mi i = convert(inst, sch,mi)
3: node mi i = findNode(inst,mi i)
4: if node mi i ≠ not found then
5: node new = newNode(genIdInstance(n), `, concept,

node mi i.parent, node mi i.child,
node mi i.att)

6: node mi i.parent.child = {node new}
7: for all node ∈ node new.child do
8: node.parent = node new
9: end for

10: end if
11: end for
Ensure: inst is updated

6. Context-Aware View Evolution

The node-based view definition approach, introduced
in [13] and summarized in Section 2.3, guarantees a high
flexibility with respect to evolutions: after a context schema
modification has taken place, in order to update the cor-
responding view definitions the designer has only to re-
vise the views connected with the nodes affected by the
change, and subsequently the new views associated with
the possible context instances can be automatically deter-
mined using Equation (1). The flexibility is even higher
if the data model also provides a union operation: in that
case, the only views that the designer must redefine are
the ones regarding the leaf nodes involved in the schema
evolution. Moreover, the node-based view definition ap-
proach is consistent with the schema evolution strategy,
since the introduced operators allow to easily understand
which nodes are affected by an evolution step.

In such a scenario, the system may help the designer
identify the nodes whose views have to be adjusted during
the evolution process. To give more details we illustrate
the case that affords the highest flexibility, in which the
underlying data model provides a union operation. Similar
considerations hold also when a union operation is not
available.

After the application of an evolution operator, two sets
of nodes are defined: NDEF and NCOMP . The former con-
tains the nodes whose views have to be revised, or defined
from scratch, while the latter contains the nodes whose
views must be automatically recomposed using Equation
(2) of Section 2.3; NDEF contains only leaf nodes, while
NCOMP contains only internal nodes.

A formal description of the NDEF and NCOMP sets
after the application of the evolution operators, in terms
of their source and target schemas, is given in the appendix
(Table B.1). Here follows a textual explanation of the view
updates needed for each evolution operator3.

3Note that for the data models that do not provide a union oper-
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Delete: it is used to delete a subtree rooted in node
n. The parent node p = parent(SS , n) of n may become a
concept leaf, and, if this is the case, it needs an associated
view (p ∈ NDEF ). Moreover, all the views related to each
ancestor a of p have to be recomposed (a ∈ NCOMP ); if p
has not become a leaf, it is internal and thus also its view
needs to be recomposed (p ∈ NCOMP ).

Insert: after the new subtree has been inserted, the
views associated with its leaves have to be defined. Also,
the views related to nodes with a descendant among the
new leaves must be automatically recomposed bottom-up.

InsertFromMemory: when inserting the cached con-
tent in the context schema, two cases have to be analyzed:
the subtree may be inserted in a different position with
respect to the one it had before the deletion, or it may
be inserted at the same position. The first case occurs
when the node connected with the cached subtree is not
the node n under which it is reinserted, i.e. nM ≠ n. In
this first case InsertFromMemory behaves exactly as In-
sert in terms of views: all the views related to the leaf
nodes in the inserted subtree need to be redefined. On
the contrary, if the stored subtree is reinserted in its orig-
inal position, the operation results in a simple rollback of
the deletion; the effects of the deletion must be discarded,
i.e. not considered when computing the union of the sets
NDEF and NCOMP associated with the operators in the
evolution sequence, and the views are updated on the basis
of the possible modifications of the Att set. Note that if
an attribute associated with a node n1 has been inserted
or deleted, the views related to the leaves in the descen-
dants of n1 have to be revised, because they may exploit
the deleted/inserted attribute.

Merge: if the new node n replaces concept leaves,
its view must be defined and the ones connected to its
ancestors must be recomposed. By contrast, if n replaces
internal nodes no new views are defined, and only the view
associated with n needs to be recomposed on the basis of
those of its descendants.

ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute: the dimension con-
nected with the new attribute is a leaf, therefore it needs
the definition of a view. Moreover, the views related to the
ancestors of this node must be automatically recomposed.

Move: after the Move of a subtree t rooted in n, the
views associated with the leaves of t need revision; more-
over, if the old parent of n has become a leaf, a view must
be defined for it. In addition, all the views related to the
ancestors of both the old parent and the new parent of n
have to be automatically recomposed; also the view of the
old parent must be recomposed, unless it has been defined
from scratch.

Rename: the Rename operator affects the context
schema only in the labeling function, requiring no views
to be revised or recomposed.

ation the NCOMP set is empty and the designer has to redefine the
views of all the nodes.

InsertAttribute: the insertion of an attribute con-
nected to a node n makes necessary the revision of all the
views related to the nodes that may employ the new at-
tribute, i.e. the ones associated with the leaves among the
descendants of n. Moreover, the views of the concepts that
are ancestors of the nodes whose view is revised must be
automatically recomposed.

DeleteAttribute: after the deletion of an attribute
associated with a node n, the views of the nodes that
may employ that attribute – i.e., the ones associated with
the leaves among the descendants of n – must be revised.
Moreover, the views of the concepts that are ancestors of
the nodes whose view is revised must be automatically
recomposed.

Example 5 (View update). Let us consider the evolutions
shown in the Examples 1, 2, 3 and 4. The necessary views
to be revised or recomposed after the application of each
operator are explained in the following. For brevity, in this
example nodes are identified by means of their labels.

1. Delete: the deleted subtree is rooted in time, a child
of the root, thus no views need to be redefined nor
recomposed.
NDEF = ∅, NCOMP = ∅

2. Insert : daytime and night are the inserted leaves,
therefore only their views must be defined; moreover,
the ones associated with their ancestors must be au-
tomatically computed.
NDEF = {daytime,night}, NCOMP = {movie}

2’. InsertFromMemory : the root time of the reinserted
subtree is connected to a different node with respect
to its previous parent. Therefore, the effect of the
previous deletion does not have to be discarded. The
view of time must be redefined, and the ones of its
ancestors must be recomposed.
NDEF = {daytime,night}, NCOMP = {movie}

3. Merge: the view of the new concept node person has
to be defined. It does not have concept ancestors
different from context, therefore no views have to
be automatically recomposed.
NDEF = {person}, NCOMP = ∅

4. ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute: the view of movie genre,
become a leaf, has to be defined. Moreover, the view
of its ancestor movie has to be automatically recom-
posed.
NDEF = {movie genre}, NCOMP = {movie}

5. Move: the view of the leaves contained in the moved
subtree, rooted in situation, has to be redefined,
while the one of the ancestor person must be re-
composed.
NDEF = {alone,withFriends}, NCOMP = {person}

6. Rename: by definition, this operation does not affect
view definitions.
NDEF = ∅, NCOMP = ∅
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7. InsertAttribute: the view of the node withFriends,
connected to the new attribute, must be redefined;
the view of the ancestor person has to be recom-
posed.
NDEF = {withFriends}, NCOMP = {person}

8. DeleteAttribute: the view of the node connected to
the deleted attribute is redefined; it has no concept
ancestors excluding the root, therefore no views must
be automatically recomposed.
NDEF = {person}, NCOMP = ∅

The NDEF sets can be computed for all the opera-
tors in linear time with respect to the number of nodes in
the schema. The most complex task necessary to evalu-
ate NCOMP is the computation of the set of nodes hav-
ing a descendant in NDEF , often needed to determine
NCOMP ; this step requires ∣NT ∣∣NDEF ∣ operations. As-
suming ∣NDEF ∣ << ∣NT ∣, also NCOMP can be determined
in linear time.

Note that, in a more autonomic, self-managing sce-
nario, the system can govern view evolution by means of
machine learning techniques [27]. In this case all the af-
fected nodes belong to NDEF , and the definition of the
associated views is left to the system, which computes and
associates new views with the new context instances by
automatically detecting new interests of the users in the
corresponding contexts.

7. Optimization of Sequences of Operators

So far we have considered the evolution operators from
a formal viewpoint. However, we can well imagine that
in real life the design task be supported by a GUI where
graphical components implement the operators. A generic
schema evolution task may involve the application of a se-
quence of operators where, since design is seldom a straight-
forward process, the designer might change or even can-
cel her decisions. For instance, she may decide to re-
name a certain node, and later delete a subtree including
that node; it is obvious that the deletion makes renam-
ing useless, and thus the employed sequence of operators
is not optimal. Hence the opportunity to compute a non-
redundant sequence of steps that evolves from a schema
version Si to obtain Sj , finding the optimized evolution
sequence between the two schema versions.

The optimization of evolution transformations has been
studied in the literature in the scope of object-oriented
databases [65, 66], conceptual schemas [67], and XML [68,
62] with the main objective of minimizing execution time.
As we will show in the experimental section, due to the
small sizes of schemas and instances, these benefits are
not particularly relevant in our framework. However, the
optimization is still important for two reasons:

• Sequence optimization allows the designer to moni-
tor the system history more effectively: it must be

noted that the sequence of the applied operators, if
logged, is useful not only to update the instances as
illustrated in the architecture of Figure 3, but also
because it allows the designer to inspect and check
the transformations undergone by the schema; to
this aim, it is very important to have a representation
of the actual “net effect ” of the changes occurred be-
tween a schema version and the following one, with-
out redundancy. Moreover, in some situations the
optimization of longer sequences is also needed. In
fact the designer, in her monitoring activity, could
be interested in a synthetic description of the differ-
ence between two arbitrary non-consecutive versions
Si and Si+k, for example because many clients are
using one of them. This difference is expressed by
the optimal evolution sequence between Si and Si+k.
Indeed, clearly, this sequence cannot be computed
simply as the concatenation of the optimal sequences
defined between each pair of consecutive schemas on
the path leading from Si to Si+k.

• Sequence optimization may have a significant impact
on the computation of the schema nodes whose views
need revising after evolution: suppose, for instance,
that during the latest design session the designer has
first added an attribute to node n, and subsequently
deleted it. The set NDEF of the nodes whose views
have to be redefined is computed by merging those
associated with the two operators and, according to
the definitions in Table B.1, the system would sug-
gest to the designer to revise the views of the leaf
nodes in the subtree rooted in n. This suggestion is
not appropriate, since the schema has not changed
at all. In addition, after the performed operators
also the NCOMP set is non-empty, and this entails
the useless recomposition of some views. Therefore,
to improve the behavior of the view update module,
redundancy should be detected and eliminated.

As we will see in the experimental section, the opti-
mization process is rather fast. So, each time the designer
updates the schema, we suppose that the evolution se-
quence she applies is optimized by the system, enabling
the view-update module to produce the right suggestions
about the nodes whose views need to be redefined or re-
composed. In addition, the optimization is also run every
time the designer wants to monitor the optimal evolution
sequence between two arbitrary schema versions.

Let ∆ be a sequence of evolution operators applied to a
schema S1, and ∆I the corresponding sequence of instance
evolution operations. ∆i indicates the (i-th) operator of
∆ that transforms the schema Si into the schema Si+1,
and ∆i...j is the subsequence of ∆ including the operators
between i and j (i and j included); l denotes the length of
the sequence ∣∆∣, and the last operator ∆l transforms Sl
into Sl+1. Given an instance I1 of S1, ∆I(I1) indicates the
instance of Sl+1 obtained applying the instance effect func-
tions corresponding to the operators in ∆ to I1. We define
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the notions of correct sequence and equivalent sequences:

Definition 7 (Correct Sequence). A sequence ∆ of evo-
lution operators is correct iff the preconditions of each op-
erator in ∆ are satisfied.

Definition 8 (Equivalent Sequences). Two sequences ∆,
∆′ of schema evolution operators are equivalent iff S1 =
S′1, Sl+1 = S′l′+1 and, for each instance I1 of S1, ∆I(I1) =
∆′I(I1).

In the rest of this section we propose techniques for the
optimization of context schema evolution sequences. Our
strategy relies on a sound and minimal set of optimization
rules, in the spirit of [62].

7.1. Optimization Rules

Each optimization rule transforms an input evolution
sequence by eliminating a pair of operators or replacing
them with a unique one, and can be applied if the two
operators involved satisfy certain conditions.

One difficulty is that after each deletion the removed
semischema is cached, and it can be possibly reinserted
by an immediately subsequent application of InsertFrom-
Memory. InsertFromMemory inserts the content of the
semischema specified as a parameter, with the constraint
that this semischema has the same nodes and edges as the
cached one. However, the application of an optimization
rule may change the operator sequence, and therefore the
intermediate schemas. Suppose that an optimization rule
modifies an intermediate schema altering also some nodes
and edges contained in a semischema eliminated by Delete:
this implies that the semischema cached after the deletion
changes. The result is that if Delete is immediately fol-
lowed by an application of InsertFromMemory, the latter
necessarily violates its preconditions, because the semis-
chema it specifies cannot have the same nodes and edges
of the cached one. The solution to this problem varies de-
pending on the applied optimization rule, therefore each
rule has also to specify how to deal with such inconsis-
tencies. Note that [62] does not discuss these problems,
because their operators do not support cache functionali-
ties.

Let D be the set of possible evolution sequences. An
optimization rule might specify that two operators opi and
opj are both eliminated, or replaced by another operator
either at position i or at position j, or that only one of
them is kept.

Definition 9 (Optimization Rule). An optimization rule
is a function D → D specified by a tuple (opi, opj , opnew,
C, pol), where:

• opi is the operator at position i in the input sequence

• opj is the operator at position j in the input sequence

• opnew is an operator that replaces opi and opj in the
output sequence, and has position new, with new = i
or new = j; the operator may also be undefined for
some optimization rules

• C is a set of conditions that must hold in the input
sequence for the rule to be applied

• pol is a policy to solve the inconsistencies arising with
the operator InsertFromMemory when the sequence
is modified

The conditions in the set C mainly express constraints
on the operators that are allowed in the sequence between
opi and opj in order for the rule to be applicable. In the
definition of the conditions we employ the following pred-
icates, formally summarized in Table C.1 of the appendix,
referring to the operators between positions i and j in the
input sequence:

• no use(n) = true iff no operators use n as a param-
eter

• no use sub(n) = true iff no operators use as a pa-
rameter any node in the subtree rooted in n

• no ins label(`) = true iff no nodes or attributes la-
beled ` are inserted

• no ins label sub(n) = true iff no nodes or attributes
with label equal to one of the labels used in the sub-
tree rooted in n are inserted

• no unique child(n) = true iff n does not remain a
unique child

In the following, with a slight abuse of notation, we apply
the operators also to semischemas; we will see that this
is needed to modify, during the optimization, the semis-
chemas added through Insert. We define the following
predicate, which applies to the sequence independently of
i and j:

• p(R,opx) = true iff the semischema R satisfies the
preconditions of the operator opx

About the last component of the optimization rule, the
policy pol, we define three possible policies:

• recomp: recompute the semischema inserted by In-
sertFromMemory on the basis of the cached one,
modifying labels and attributes according to the in-
formation contained in the inserted semischema.

• apply opj : apply the operator opj to the semischema
inserted by InsertFromMemory.

• apply ∅: do nothing.

In the rest of this section, similarly to [65], we iden-
tify three categories of rules: overriding, cancellation and
insertion rules. Overriding rules (O) eliminate operators
whose effects are erased by those of a subsequent one,
cancellation rules (C) eliminate pairs of operators whose
effects are one the inverse of the other, while insertion
rules (I) collapse operators acting on inserted nodes or
attributes together. The optimization rules are formally
described in Table C.2 of the appendix, and the following
subsections provide a textual explanation of their way of
operating.
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7.1.1. Overriding Rules

An operator is overridden by another one if the latter
erases the effect of the former, making it redundant in the
sequence. This usually happens when the schema com-
ponents involved by an operator are successively deleted.
Overriding rules eliminate such operators, and are formally
described in the upper part of Table C.2 of the appendix;
all of them eliminate opi and keep opj without modifica-
tions, so new = j and opnew = opj .

Rules O1-O7 remove the operators involving nodes or
attributes in the subtree eliminated by a Delete or by a
ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute. If opi inserted nodes or at-
tributes, they must not be referred by the operators be-
tween i and j. Moreover, rule O1 removes the insertion
of a subtree potentially rooted in a concept node; in the
last case, to keep the sequence correct, it must not hap-
pen that all its siblings are deleted. If an operator that
removes some nodes/attributes is eliminated, the compo-
nents that were removed remain in the schema, so it is
necessary to guarantee that they cause no label conflicts.
Finally, if opj is a ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute, the chil-
dren of the node whose subtrees are eliminated must not
be altered, because their labels might be used during the
instance update to assign a value to the new attribute.

Rules O8-O10 remove renamings of nodes/attributes
later replaced, deleted or further renamed, taking care of
possible label conflicts.

Rule O11 eliminates a Move that shifts a semischema
S1 located in the semischema S2 under a different node in
S2, when S2 is successively deleted. Nothing must happen
within S1 between i and j, because the same operations
might not be valid in the new position; moreover, label
conflicts have to be avoided.

Recall that the InsertFromMemory operator must be
handled with care: rules O1-O4 and O11 act on the tree
structure, thus it is necessary to recompute the semis-
chema to be reinserted. On the contrary, rules O5-O10 af-
fect only attributes or labels, therefore the inserted semis-
chema is different from the cached one only in terms of at-
tributes and labels; such modifications are allowed by the
semantics of InsertFromMemory, and are anyway voided
by the deletion at position j. As a consequence, no actions
need to be taken.

Example 6 (Overriding Rules). Consider the following
sequence ∆ of operators applied to the schema in Figure 1,
referred to as S1, where for simplicity nodes and attributes
are identified through their labels:

1. S2 = Insert(S1,R1,daytime)

2. S3 = InsertAttribute(S2,night,hour)

3. S4 =Merge(S3,{adult,teenager},person)

4. S5 = Rename(S4,person,individual)

5. S6 =Delete(S5,user)

daytime_slot

early 

morning
late 

morning

afternoon

time

nightR1

R2

hour

early 

morning
late 

morning

afternoon

daytime_slot

daytime

Figure 8: Semischemas inserted by the operators ∆1 and ∆7 of Ex-
ample 6

6. S7 =Delete(S6,time)

7. S8 = InsertFM(S7,R2,movie)

8. S9 =DeleteAttribute(S8,hour)

9. S10 =Merge(S9,{early morning,late morning},
morning)

Figure 8 reports the semischemas R1 and R2 inserted at
steps 1 and 7 .

The Rename at position 4 renames the node person,
and can be removed according to rule O7, because at po-
sition 5 the subtree rooted in user, that is the parent of
person, is deleted. The Merge at position 3, which merges
the existing concepts adult and teenager into person,
can be eliminated too for the same reason using rule O2.
However, the removal of the Merge can take place only
after that of the Rename: indeed, the Rename modifies
person, and the removal of Merge would make it refer to
a nonexistent node.

7.1.2. Cancellation Rules

Cancellation rules eliminate pairs of operators such
that the latter undoes the modifications due to the for-
mer. The rules are formally described in the middle part
of Table C.2 of the appendix; all of them eliminate both
the involved operators, therefore opnew is not defined.

Rules C1 and C2 eliminate a pair insertion/deletion
of subtrees or attributes, if no operators use the inserted
components. Rule C2 also requires that no dimensions
remain without children nor attributes between positions
i and j. Rule C3 removes a couple of renamings when the
second restores the name changed by the first, if no label
conflicts arise.

Rule C1 influences nodes and edges, therefore it is nec-
essary to recompute the semischemas inserted by Insert-
FromMemory. Rules C2-C3 affect only attributes and la-
bels; to avoid that an InsertFromMemory restores the in-
sertion/renaming performed by opi, opj has to be applied
also on the inserted semischema.

Example 7 (Cancellation Rules). Consider the operators
∆2 and ∆8 of the evolution sequence ∆ in Example 6; the
latter deletes the attribute hour, inserted by the former.
The two operators can be eliminated according to rule C2.
The semischema inserted by InsertFromMemory at posi-
tion 7 has to be modified removing the attribute, as shown
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Semischema inserted by the operator ∆7 after the appli-
cation of the rules of Example 7
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Figure 10: Semischemas inserted by the operators ∆1 and ∆7 after
the application of the rules of Example 8

7.1.3. Insertion Rules

Insertion rules merge an Insert or InsertAttribute op-
erator with subsequent ones affecting the inserted subtree
or attribute. In fact, for example, it is useless to insert
a subtree and then merge a couple of nodes belonging to
it in a new node: it is worth inserting directly a subtree
already carrying the new node.

Insertion rules – formally described in the lower part
of Table C.2 of the appendix – eliminate the second op-
erator, executing the required evolution on the inserted
semischema. As a consequence, new = i. All the rules can
be applied if no label conflicts arise; in addition, rules I1-
I7 and I9 also require that the inserted semischema satisfy
the preconditions of opj .

Rules I1-I4, I9 affect nodes and edges, making the re-
computation of the semischema inserted by InsertFrom-
Memory necessary. Rules I5-I8, instead, affect labels and
attributes, and the modifications caused by opj have to
be applied also to the semischema inserted by InsertFrom-
Memory.

Example 8 (Insertion Rules). Consider the operators ∆1

and ∆9 of the evolution sequence ∆ of Example 6. The
latter merges the nodes {early morning,late morning},
located in the subtree R1 inserted by ∆1. Rule I2 elim-
inates ∆9 performing the merge directly on the inserted
semischema R1. Moreover, the semischema R2 inserted
by the operator InsertFromMemory at position 7 has to
be recomputed according to the policy recomp. The new
R1 and R2, also considering the modifications introduced
in Example 7, are shown in Figure 10.

7.2. Properties and Application of the Optimization Rules

An optimization rule is sound if it transforms a correct
input sequence into a correct, equivalent one.

Theorem 8 (Soundness of the optimization rules). Given
an optimization rule applied to a correct sequence ∆, the
resulting sequence ∆′ is:

(i) correct

(ii) equivalent to ∆

Proof. A different proof should be provided for each single
optimization rule. We choose to show the proof for rule
O2, the others follow a similar pattern.

Let n be the identifier of the new node replacing {m1,
. . . ,mp}.

The sequence ∆′ differs from ∆ only for the lack of
Merge at position i. Therefore, the schemas S1, . . . , Si are
identical to S′1, . . . , S

′
i. Moreover, if the schemas S′i+1, . . . ,

S′j−1 are well-defined (i.e., if the sequence ∆′
i+1...j−1 is cor-

rect), they differ from Si+2, . . . , Sj only by the possible
presence of {m1, . . . ,mp} in the place of n; since n is any-
way deleted by ∆j and condition ∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .)
prevents its reinsertion, Sj+1, . . . , Sn+1 is identical to S′j , . . . ,
S′l′+1.

Similarly, given an instance I1 of S1, the instances
∆I

1...1(I1), . . . , ∆I
1...i−1(I1) are identical to ∆′I

1...1(I1), . . . ,
∆′I

1...i−1(I1). Moreover, if it is not true that {m1, . . . ,mp} ⊆
children(Sj , n′) with opj = RSWA(Sj , n′, `) – which would
cause the label of n to be used after the position j – the
fact that ∆′

i...j−1 is correct guarantees also that ∆I
1...j(I1),

. . . , ∆I
1...l(I1) are identical to ∆′I

1...j−1, . . . , ∆′I
1...l′(I1).

According to the previous considerations, and because
the applicability conditions ensure that if opj = RSWA
then {m1, . . . ,mp} ⊈ children(Sj , n′), to prove both (i)
and (ii) we have to show that ∆′

i...j−1 is correct. To this
aim, we prove the following five facts:

1. All the operators act on nodes/attributes of the source
schema: indeed, the only node that is not present
any more after the application of O2 is n. The con-
dition no use(n) ensures that no operators between
i and j use n.

2. The correct alternation of concepts and dimensions
is preserved : this is true because n and m1, . . . ,mp

are all concepts.

3. No label conflicts arise: indeed, label conflicts may
arise if a node or an attribute with the same label
as one of m1, . . . ,mp were inserted between positions
i and j; the conditions no ins label prevent such a
possibility.

4. The operator InsertFromMemory inserts a semische-
ma with the same nodes/edges of the cached one: in
fact, the elimination of Merge may change the tree
nodes and edges, but the policy recomp ensures that
the constraint on InsertFromMemory is satisfied.

5. Each InsertFromMemory is preceded by a Delete: rule
O2 does not eliminate any Delete operator.

The proposed set of optimization rules is minimal:
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Theorem 9 (Minimality of the optimization rules). Each
optimization rule produces an effect on the evolution se-
quences that is not obtainable using the other ones.

Proof. To show the minimality of our optimization rule set
it is needed to provide, for each of the 23 rules, an example
of optimization that can be obtained using that rule but
not using other ones. To prove that a rule r is necessary,
we show a sequence of two operators where we can easily
verify, by trying to apply each of the other 22 rules, that
only rule r can produce the desired optimization. We show
a sample optimization for one rule of each category; the
proof for the other rules follows a similar pattern. Context
semischemas are synthetically represented as in the proof
of Theorem 7.

Given the sequence (Insert(a[b[c]], d, b)), Delete(a[b
[c, d]], b)), it can be transformed into (Delete(a[b[c, d]], b))
only by using rule O1. In fact, no other rule can remove
an insertion followed by the deletion of a semischema con-
taining the inserted nodes.

Given the sequence (Insert(a, b[c], a), Delete(a[b[c]],
b)), it can be transformed into the empty sequence only by
using rule C1. In fact, no other rule can eliminate both an
insertion and a following deletion when the latter removes
exactly the same semischema introduced by the former.

Given the sequence (Insert(a, b[c], a), Insert(a[b[c]],
d[e], c)), it can be transformed into (Insert(a, b[c[d[e]]],
a)) only by using rule I1. In fact, no other rule is able to
merge two insertions.

We now propose an algorithm to apply the optimiza-
tion rules. We consider the operator sequence from the
beginning to the end, and for each operator opj perform
a scan of the sequence backwards looking for another op-
erator opi such that an optimization rule can be applied
to the pair (opi, opj). If a suitable rule is found, the re-
duction is executed. The pseudocode of the procedure is
shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Rule application

Require: Sequence of operators ∆, initial context schema S1

1: Build the sequence of context schemas S1, . . . , Sj+1

2: repeat
3: for j = 1 . . . n do
4: for i = j . . .1 do
5: for all optimization rule do
6: if the rule is applicable to ∆i,∆j then
7: Update ∆ according to the rule
8: Recompute the context schemas between

Si and Sj

9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
13: until some optimization is applied
Ensure: ∆ is optimized

Note that Algorithm 3 imposes a precise ordering in
rule application, and that in some cases different rule or-

derings may lead to different (maybe more) optimized se-
quences. Since we work with short evolution sequences
and the execution time is in general limited (see Section
10), for the time being we do not consider this as a cru-
cial issue. However, a deeper investigation of the problems
related to the rule ordering is part of our future work.

Let N be the set of nodes in the schema. The initial-
ization step at Line 1 has to apply l operators, so it is
performed in O(l∣N ∣) time. At most l rules may be ex-
ecuted, and for each rule the sequence of schemas must
be updated recomputing up to l schemas; the cost of rule
application is O(l2∣N ∣). In a single execution of the algo-
rithm, the applicability of the rules can be verified O(l2)
times, and the check requires to scan the sequences of rules
and schemas between positions i and j; the check of the
conditions of a rule on a schema is O(∣N ∣). The algorithm
can be executed up to l times, so the complexity of the ap-
plicability checks, and of the whole procedure, is O(l4∣N ∣).
Consider that N is not very large, in general no more than
50 nodes [5], and that, as a consequence, also the length
l of the evolution sequence is usually reasonable. In ad-
dition, recall that, as we have explained in detail at the
beginning of Section 7, it is worth optimizing a redundant
evolution sequence independently of the length of the se-
quence itself, since (i) the optimized sequences provide a
better representation of the changes that the schema have
undergone between two different versions, (ii) the opti-
mized sequences can avoid the useless redefinition of some
views after a schema modification session.

8. An Example: Context-Aware Data Tailoring over
XML Data

In this section we exemplify the data tailoring process
of an XML document D. Informally, a view over D is de-
fined by an XQuery expression, which identifies a subset of
the elements contained in D. A view is contained (F) into
another one if the latter contains all the XML elements
present in the former. According to the XQuery seman-
tics, the intersection (?) among views keeps the common
elements, while the union (⊎) contains all the information
present in at least one of them.

Let us consider as global dataset D an XML document
storing information in the movie domain; Figure 11 con-
tains an intuitive graphical representation of (a portion of)
the schema of this document. The show elements describe
which movies are programmed in which cinemas, with date
and time.

The views associated with concept and leaf dimension
nodes are defined as sets of XQuery expressions; since the
language provides a union operation, the views for internal
concept nodes need not be specified and can be derived by
composition. We report the associations for the context
schema in Figure 1, considering only the nodes involved
in the context instance in Figure 2. For simplicity, the
dimensions situation and zone are ignored. For brevity,
nodes are identified by their labels.
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Figure 11: Schema of a portion of the XML movie database

• Adults are potentially interested in all movies and
cinemas, thus Rel(adult) contains the whole data-
base: doc(“movies.xml”)/root/∗

• Rel(romantic comedy) is:

doc(“movies.xml”)/root/movie[language = “$language”

and genre = “romantic comedy”]
The views related to dramatic comedy, horror and
thriller are defined similarly. Moreover:

• Rel(comedy) =Rel(romantic comedy) ⊎
Rel(dramatic comedy).

• Rel(movie)=Rel(thriller) ⊎ Rel(horror) ⊎
Rel(comedy).

• Rel(night) includes the movies screened later than
a certain time, and does not apply any filter on cin-
emas. The view is specified as:

doc(“movies.xml”)/root/cinema union

doc(“movies.xml”)/root/show[time > 20] union(

let $Movies:=
doc(“movies.xml”)/root/show[time>20]/@movie id

for $m in doc(“movies.xml”)/root/movie

where some $s in $Movies satisfies $s=$m/@movie id

return $m )

The context instance I in Figure 2 (excluding the di-
mensions situation and zone) is therefore associated with
V iew(I) = RelρI (adult) ? RelρI (romantic comedy) ?
RelρI (night). This view can be expressed by means of a
unique XQuery, and contains the romantic comedies pro-
grammed during the night.

Suppose now that the designer revises the schema de-
ciding first to merge the concepts adult and teenager into
a unique node person, and then to eliminate the whole
subtree rooted in user; she also performs another change,
moving the time dimension as a child of movie. The result-
ing schema is shown in Figure 12(a). When the designer
has finished with the modifications, the system optimizes
the sequence removing the merge, overridden by the sub-
sequent deletion. Then, the system alerts the designer
signaling some views that have to be redefined: the dele-
tion of user does not need any view redefinition, while the
movement of time, according to Table B.1, requires the re-
definition of the views connected with daytime and night.

context
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withFriends

interest_topic

movie

comedy

movie_genre

zone_id [20133]

language[Italian]

romantic_comedy

comedy_type

time

night

(a) Context schema
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time
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(b) Context instance

Figure 12: Context schema and an instance obtained after the evo-
lutions described in Section 8

A possible redefinition for the view associated with night

in the new position excludes the show and cinema ele-
ments, keeping only the ones associated with the movies
described by the third expression of the previous defini-
tion.

Then, suppose that the user, whose context has not
changed and is still described in terms of the old con-
text schema, nevertheless requires an update of her data.
The system applies IEDelete and then IEMove, obtaining
the context instance in Figure 12(b). As a consequence,
the new portion of data provided to the user, exclud-
ing the dimensions zone and situation, is V iew(I) =
RelρI (romantic comedy) ? RelρI (night). Therefore, the
movies are not filtered any more on the basis of the user in-
formation; note also that the data contained inRelρI (night)
is changed.

9. Comparisons

Now we exploit the example developed in the previ-
ous section to compare our approach with other evolution
methodologies presented in the literature, in order to mo-
tivate why we have not applied one of them to solve the
context schema evolution problem. In particular, we con-
sider the general technique of Poulovassilis and McBrien
[63] and the proposal by Guerrini et al. [37, 38], that have
been identified as the most interesting in Section 3.

To solve the context schema evolution problem with a
methodology of the literature, not explicitly conceived for
context schemas, two steps are required: 1) provide a rep-
resentation of context schemas and instances in the data
model employed by the specific methodology; 2) provide a
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Nodes = {context, user, familyWithChildren, adult, a age,
teenager, t age, . . . }

Edges = {<context, user>, <user, adult>, <adult, a age>, . . . }
Constraints = {∣context∣ = 1, ∣user∣ ≤ 1, ∣adult∣ ≤ 1, ∣a age∣ ≤ 1,

∣user∣ = 1⇒ (∣adult∣ + ∣teenager∣ + ∣familyWithChildren∣ = 1),
∣a age∣ = 1⇒ ∣adult∣ = 1, ∣movie genre∣ = 1⇒ ∣movie∣ = 1, . . . }

Figure 13: Representation of the context schema in Figure 1 accord-
ing to the model of [63]

ExtS,I(context) = {context}
ExtS,I(user) = {user}
ExtS,I(a age) = {35}
ExtS,I(teenager) = ∅
ExtS,I(< context,user >) =< context,user >
. . .

Figure 14: Representation of the context instance in Figure 2 ac-
cording to the model of Poulovassilis and McBrien [63]

representation of our operators, that we have identified as
useful and necessary for context schema evolution, in terms
of the transformations defined by the specific methodol-
ogy. In the following these two aspects are analyzed for
the proposals of [63] and [37, 38].

Let us start by representing context schemas and in-
stances with the formalism of Poulovassilis and McBrien
[63]. In this work schemas are represented as hypergraphs
with nodes, edges and constraints. We need a hypergraph
node for each node of the context schema, and one for each
attribute. Moreover, edges can connect nodes with other
nodes or attributes. Finally, we need some constraints
to restrict the possible instances: the root of the context
schema must be associated with one and only one element
in an instance, each node and attribute of the context
schema must have at most one element associated in an
instance, sibling concept nodes cannot be part of an in-
stance, an attribute cannot appear if the corresponding
node is not part of the instance, and a node cannot ap-
pear if its parent is not part of the instance. [63] does not
distinguish labels and identifiers, so we identify the nodes
through their labels. Figure 13 contains an excerpt from
such a representation for the context schema in Figure 1.
Note that the schema representation is not very intuitive,
especially because dimension nodes, concept nodes and at-
tributes are represented through the same construct. In
[63] instances are sets of sets, with a function ExtS,I con-
necting the schema elements with their extension in the
instance. An excerpt from the representation of the con-
text instance in Figure 2 is in Figure 14.

We now express the evolution in Section 8 by using the
transformations of Poulovassilis and McBrien [63]. For
brevity, we consider only the deletion of user and the
movement of time as a child of movie. The transfor-
mations are in Figure 15. The methodology of Poulovas-
silis and McBrien provides only the possibility of eliminat-
ing single nodes and edges, so the deletion of the subtree
rooted in user is translated in a sequence of such basic
deletions; these basic deletions correctly remove the asso-
ciated nodes and edges from the instances too. In order
to move time, it is necessary to delete the old edge con-

S2 =Delete(S1, user)
DelEdge(<adult, a age>)
DelEdge(<user, adult>)
DelNode(adult)
DelEdge(<teenager, t age>)
DelEdge(<user, teenager>)
DelNode(teenager)
DelEdge(<context, user>)
DelNode(user)
DelEdge(<user, familyWithChildren>)
DelNode(familyWithChildren)

S3 =Move(S2, time, movie)
AddEdge(<movie, time>, {x ∶ x ∈< context, time > if ∣movie∣ > 0,
∅ otherwise})

DelEdge(<context, time>)

Figure 15: Evolution of Section 8 using the transformations of Poulo-
vassilis and McBrien [63]

necting time to context and insert a new edge connect-
ing time to movie. Note that the second parameter of
addEdge is a query, specified in a language of choice, that
allows to select which elements of the instances have to be
associated with the new edge. Thanks to this query, it is
possible to obtain on the instances the behavior specified
by the semantics of our Move. It is possible to represent
with the formalism of [63] also the other operators that we
have proposed, even if the representations of Merge and
InsertFromMemory are quite involved. Similarly to our
operators, also the transformations of [63] envisage pre-
conditions. However, such preconditions are referred to
general hypergraphs, and are not suitable for the seman-
tics of context schemas. For instance, no one would pre-
vent us for moving the subtree rooted in time as a child
of another dimension node, or even as a child of an at-
tribute, since in the hypergraph nodes and attributes of
the context schema are represented in the same way.

As a conclusion, the work [63] proposes a general, for-
mal framework at the same level of abstraction as ours,
but representing the primitives needed for context evolu-
tion implies modifications to their operators.

Guerrini et al. [37, 38] is a methodology for XML
schema evolution, so we need to provide an XSD repre-
sentation of context schemas. This can be achieved by
representing both concepts and dimensions with complex
types, while the context schema attributes are represented
with XML attributes. Also in this case there is no distinc-
tion between identifiers and labels. An excerpt from an
XSD representation of the context schema in Figure 1 is
in Figure 16, while the XML document in Figure 17 is a
part of the representation of the context instance in Figure
2. Again, note that this kind of representation is by far
less intuitive than the one we have discussed in Section 2.

Figure 18 shows the same evolution executed with the
XML schema modification primitives described in [37, 38].
The deletion of the subtree rooted in user is implemented
through the remove substructure primitive, that removes
the subtree also from the instances; after the deletion of
the substructure, the corresponding complex type may be
eliminated too. The only way to alter the schema moving
the subtree rooted in time as a child of movie exploiting
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<xsd:schema>
<xsd:complexType name="typeAdult">

<xsd:attribute name="a_age"/>
</xsd:complexType>
...
<xsd:complexType name="typeUser">

<xsd:choice>
<xsd:element name="familyWithChildren"

type="typeFamilyWithChildren"/>
<xsd:element name="adult" type="typeAdult"/>
<xsd:element name="teenager" type="typeTeenager"/>

</xsd:choice>
</xsd:complexType>
...
<xsd:complexType name="typeContext">

<xsd:all>
<xsd:element name="user" type="typeUser" minOccurs="0"/>
<xsd:element name="interest_topic"

type="typeInterest_topic" minOccurs="0"/>
...

</xsd:all>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:element name="context" type="typeContext"/>

</xsd:schema>

Figure 16: XSD representation of the context schema in Figure 1

<context>
<user>

<adult a_age="35"/>
</user>
<interest_topic>

<movie language="Italian"/>
<movie_genre>

<comedy>
<comedy_type>

<romantic_comedy/>
</comedy_type>

</comedy>
</movie_genre>

</movie>
</interest_topic>
...

</context>

Figure 17: XML representation of the context instance in Figure 2

the primitives of Guerrini et al. [37, 38] is deleting it us-
ing remove substructure, and then reinserting it in the new
position with insert local element. Operating in this way,
however, the algorithms of [37, 38] modify the instances re-
moving the subtree rooted in time, but then they do not
reinsert it in the new position. Therefore, the desired be-
havior of Move on the instances cannot be achieved. It is
not possible to correctly simulate even Merge, ReplaceSub-
treesWithAttribute and InsertFromMemory. To apply the
methodology of [37, 38] in our framework, therefore, the
set of their primitives should be extended and modified.
Moreover, the preconditions envisaged by the primitives
of [37, 38] deal with general XML schemas, thus being not
suitable for context schemas. Therefore for example, simi-
larly to [63], no one would prevent us to move the subtree
rooted in time as a child of another dimension, or to leave
dangling dimensions, and so on.

As we have seen, also this approach falls short of ex-
pressing the operators and conditions that are needed to
specify the evolution fully. Nevertheless, it can be used
to implement our operators adapting its data model and

S2 =Delete(S1, user)
remove substructure(2, context)
remove type(typeUser)

S3 =Move(S2, time, movie)
remove substructure(5, context)
insert local element(time, (0,1), typeTime, 3, movie)

Figure 18: Evolution of Section 8 using the primitives of Guerrini et
al. [37, 38]

applying the necessary modifications to the framework.
This is true also for the other schema evolution frame-

works: for instance, we might provide a relational rep-
resentation of context schemas and then found our work
on the framework of Curino et al. [31], introducing the
necessary modifications and extensions.

One could argue that an intermediate representation
based on a previous work could have been anyway adopted
at least in the implemented software. However, our engine,
that will be described in Section 10, is rather simple and
fast, and at the design time we have not seen any advan-
tage in integrating it in a more complex system envisaging
an additional layer to manage an intermediate representa-
tion for context schemas.

10. System Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented a Java engine to validate the
effectiveness of our approach.

The schema update module is used by the designer to
modify the context schema in the design phase by means of
the atomic and high-level evolution operators. The mod-
ule checks the preconditions, alters the schema, and eval-
uates the sets of views that have to be redefined or re-
composed. We have adopted a tree-based representation
of schemas, and implemented the algorithms for all the
operators. These algorithms are in the same style as the
one shown in Section 5.5 for Merge.

The instance update module receives a context instance
from a client device and applies to the instance (online) a
sequence of modifications corresponding to the effects of
a schema evolution. The client sends the instance to the
server in XML format. This XML document is loaded
into the server memory, and then the modifications are
applied. The instance adaptation algorithms are like the
one proposed in Section 5.5 for IEMerge. Moreover, since
in the tool the instances are expressed in XML, we also
provide an alternative implementation of the instance al-
gorithms relying on the XQuery Update Facility [69], and
we compare it with our procedures.

The optimization module, finally, takes as input se-
quences of evolution operators, and minimizes them.

Note that we are reasoning in terms of milliseconds,
and thus possible performance gains would have no impact
on the usage of the tool. We just provide an alternative
implementation of the instance update module using the
XQuery Update Facility, because such an implementation
proved to be rather immediate and intuitive.
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Figure 19: Execution time of the application of the schema operators
against schema size

10.1. Experiments

We have measured the execution time associated with
the three tasks of our engine with respect to the sizes of
input schemas and instances and, where appropriate, with
respect to the length of the operator sequences. Schemas
and instances of various sizes have been randomly gener-
ated; to check the performance of our system in all situa-
tions, huge context schemas have been employed too, con-
sidering even (unrealistic) sizes up to 2000 nodes. We have
also generated uniformly distributed random sequences of
operators. Again, we have produced also very long evolu-
tion sequences, up to 1000 operators; we remark that in
general extremely long sequences make no sense, since the
schemas are usually quite small.

All the experiments have been performed on a 2.50
GHz Intel Core 2 Duo machine with 3 GB main mem-
ory, running Windows Vista. To implement the instance
adaptation algorithms with the XQuery Update Facility
we have adopted Saxon EE 9.3.0.5 [70], a popular XQuery
processor implemented in Java. All the experiments have
been repeated a hundred times, and the graphs have been
built computing the median of the results obtained in the
repetitions. The various repetitions have led to very sim-
ilar measurements, with the exception of a few outliers
whose effect has been neutralized through the computa-
tion of the median.

Schema Update. Figure 19 represents the average time
taken to apply our operators as a function of the number of
nodes. The growth is linear, and this is the expected result
since both the schema modification and the computation
of the nodes whose views need update are linear. More-
over, the computation time is always very low, under 2.5
ms also for huge schemas, thus allowing online execution.

Instance Update. Figure 20(a) shows how the time to ap-
ply a realistic sequence of 90 operators to a context in-
stance grows with respect to the number of nodes. In order
to evaluate the impact of the initializations on the time re-
quired to update an instance, in Figure 20(a) we draw two

lines: one represents the time required to load in mem-
ory the XML file describing the instance, and the other
represents the processing time to perform the adaptation.
Figure 20(b), on the contrary, describes the execution time
to update an instance of 61 nodes with operator sequences
of increasing length.

First of all we observe that, as expected, the process-
ing time follows a trend which is linear in the number
of nodes of the initial schema, and that the initialization
time is linear too. By contrast, the growth of the pro-
cessing time with respect to the number of operators in
the sequence is linear as expected in the first part, but
then seems to grow slowly; this happens because when
the sequence is long, the presence of several Delete and
ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute operators may significantly
reduce the size of both schema and instances. Moreover,
all the evaluated computations are very fast also for big
schemas or long sequences, and therefore they can be run
on the fly. Finally, the figures suggest that, even for long
evolution sequences, the processing time is dominated by
the time required for the initialization.

Figures 20(c) and 20(d) present the execution time
when using the alternative implementation exploiting XQuery
Update. We observe that the results seem to not depend
on the number of nodes of the tree, at least for the tested
sizes. However, the measured values are much higher than
those obtained employing the algorithms which directly
manipulate the trees. In fact, XQuery Update is designed
to be efficient also for XML documents of several MBs, and
so it relies on internal data structures that are complex to
initialize and process. Even the biggest (and unrealistic)
context schemas that we have tested do not exceed 60 KBs,
and in these circumstances simple algorithms like the one
for IEMerge described in Section 5.5 are definitely more
convenient.

Optimization. Figures 21(a) and 21(b) report the time to
optimize sequences of operators, with respect to the num-
ber of nodes and the number of operators in the initial
sequence; in the first case we have used a fixed length of
90 operators for the sequences, and in the second a fixed
size of 166 nodes for the schemas. As estimated, the exe-
cution time is linear in the initial number of nodes. On the
other hand, the complexity evaluated for Algorithm 3 in
terms of the length of the sequence suggests a polynomial
trend with degree greater than one, and the graph in Fig-
ure 21(b) behaves coherently with the theoretical result in
the initial portion; then it slows down, again because of
the reduction of the size of the schema that occurs when
many operators are applied.

The graphs prove the effectiveness of the approach: the
designer can obtain the optimal sequence of operators join-
ing two versions in some milliseconds if the initial sequence
is short, and just waiting a few seconds even if the ini-
tial sequence is long. Moreover, the employed random se-
quences have been reduced remarkably in our experiments:
for example, a sequence of 270 operators is reduced, on
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the average, of 51%. In a real situation, of course, the
extent of the reduction heavily depends on the amount of
redundancy introduced by the designer during the design
process.

To conclude we observe that, if optimized sequences
have been computed, it is worth using them also for in-
stance adaptation. However, Figures 20(a) and 20(b) have
shown that the time necessary for instance update is de-
termined mainly by the initializations. Since the initial-
ization time is independent of the length of the evolution
sequence, as anticipated in Section 7, the performance gain
brought by the optimization may be moderate.

11. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have investigated the problem of con-
text schema evolution, paying special attention to its im-
pact on context-aware data management. A set of evo-
lution operators has been introduced, and their seman-
tics has been formally defined; we have proven the sound-
ness and the completeness of the evolution process, and
explained how context schema evolution affects data tai-
loring. We have also proposed a technique to optimize
sequences of evolution operators. Finally, a prototype sys-
tem has been implemented, showing the effectiveness of
our strategies.

In the future, we intend to thoroughly study the behav-
ior of the optimization strategy when the application order
of the rules varies. Another research that we are going to
carry out is related to the application of the techniques
developed in this paper to the automatic learning of con-
textual views introduced in [27], in order to perform the
inference correctly even when the context schema evolves
over time. Finally, we plan also to enrich our prototype
by developing a full-fledged user interface that the designer
can use to apply the operators.
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Appendix A. Preconditions and Semantics of the Operators

Notation We indicate by S the set of all possible context schemas, by SS the set of all possible semischemas, by I the
set of all possible context instances and by SI the set of all possible semi-instances.

Table A.1: Preconditions and declarative semantics of the basic atomic evolution operators

Delete operator

Delete ∶ S ×N → S
Delete(SS , n) = ST

• NT = NS ∖ d̃esc(SS , n)

• ET = ES ∖ {(n1, n2) ∈ ES ∶ n2 ∈ d̃esc(SS , n)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS ∖ {a1 ∈ AttS ∶ αS(a1) ∈ d̃esc(SS , n)}

• αT (a1) = αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttT

• λT (n1) = λS(n1) if n1 ∈ NT ∪AttT

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IEDelete ∶ S × S × I ×N → I

IEDelete(SS , ST , IS , n) = IT

• NIT = {n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) ∈ NT ∧ (n1 ∈ N●

IS ⇒ (∄n2 ∈

children(SIS , n1))(hN (n2) = n))

• EIT = {(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ (hN (n1), hN (n2)) ∈ ET ∧ (n2 ∈ N●

IS ⇒

(∄n3 ∈ children(SIS , n2))(hN (n3) = n))}

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {a1 ∈ AttIS ∶ hA(a1) ∈ AttT }

• αIT (a1) = αIS(a1) if n1 ∈ AttIT

• λIT (n1) = λIS(n1) if n1 ∈ NIT ∪AttIT

• ρIT (a1) = ρIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIT
Preconditions
1) n ∈ NS , 2) n ∈ N○

S ⇒ siblings(SS , n) ≠ ∅, 3) n ≠ rS

Insert operator Given R = (N,E, r,Att, α, λ)

Insert ∶ S × SS ×N → S
Insert(SS ,R,n) = ST

• NT = NS ∪N

• ET = ES ∪E ∪ {(n, r)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS ∪Att

• αT (a1) = {
αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttS
α(a1) otherwise

• λT (n1) = {
λS(n1) if n1 ∈ NS ∪AttS
λ(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IEInsert ∶ S × S × I × SS ×N → I

IEInsert(SS , ST , IS ,R,n) = IT

• NIT = NIS

• EIT = EIS

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = AttIS

• αIT = αIS

• λIT = λIS

• ρIT = ρIS

Preconditions
1) n ∈ NS , 2) N ∩NS = ∅, 3) Att ∩AttS = ∅, 4) (∀n1 ∈ (NS ∪AttS))(∀(n2 ∈ N ∪Att))(λS(n1) ≠ λ(n2)), 5) n ∈ N○

S ⇒ r ∈ N●, 6)

n ∈ N●

S ⇒ r ∈ N○, 7) n ∈ N●

S ⇒ α−1(n) = ∅

Table A.2: Schema and instance cache

Delete schema cache

SCDelete ∶ S × S ×N → SS

SCDelete(SS , ST , n) = SM

• NM = NS ∖NT

• EM = ES ∖ (ET ∪

{(parent(SS , n), n)})

• rM = n

• AttM = AttS ∖AttT

• αM (a1) = αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttM

• λM (n1) = λS(n1) if n1 ∈ NM ∪

AttM

• nM = parent(SS , n)

Delete instance cache

ICDelete ∶ S × S × SS × I × I ×N → SI

ICDelete(SS , ST , SM , IS , IT , n) = IM

• NIM = NIS ∖NIT

• EIM =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

EIS ∖ (EIT ∪ {(n1, n2) ∶

n1 = hN (parent(SS , parent(SS , n)))
∧n2 = hN (parent(SS , n))})

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

if (∃n1 ∈ N
○

IS)

(hN (n1) = n)

EIS ∖ (EIT ∪ {(n1, n2) ∶

n1 = hN (parent(SS , n)) ∧ n2 = hN (n)})
} otherwise

• rIM =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

n1 ∈ NIS ∶ (∃n2 ∈ NIS)

(n1 = parent(SIS , n2) ∧ n2 = hN (n))
}

if (∃n1 ∈ N
○

IS)

(hN (n1) = n)

n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) = n }
if (∃n1 ∈ N

●

IS)

(hN (n1) = n)

undefined otherwise

• AttIM = AttIS ∖AttIT

• αIM (a1) = αIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIM

• λIM (n1) = λIS(n1) if n1 ∈ NIM ∪AttIM

• ρIM (a1) = ρIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIM
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Table A.3: Preconditions and declarative semantics of InsertFromMemory

InsertFromMemory operator Given R = (N,E, r,Att, α, λ)

SUInsertFM ∶ S × SS × SS ×N → S

SUInsertFM (SS , SM ,R,n) = ST

• NT = NS ∪N

• ET = ES ∪E ∪ {(n, r)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS ∪Att

• αT (a1) = {
αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttS
α(a1) otherwise

• λT (n1) = {
λS(n1) if n1 ∈ NS ∪AttS
λ(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IEInsertFM ∶ S × S × SS × I × SI × SS ×N → I

IEInsertFM (SS , ST , SM , IS , IM ,R,n) = IT
Let e1, . . . , ek be the system-assigned identifiers for the attributes f1, . . . , fk of the inserted semischema defined as follows: fi ∈ Att ∶
(∃n1 ∈ NIM )(α(fi) = hNM (n1) ∧ (∄a1 ∈ AttIM )(fi = hAM (a1)))

• NIT = {
NIS ∪NIM if NIM ≠ ∅ ∧ ((n ∈ N○

T ∧ (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n)) ∨ hNM (rIM ) = n)
NIS otherwise

• EIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

EIS ∪EIM ∪ {(n1, rIM ) ∶ hN (n1) = n} if NIM ≠ ∅ ∧n ∈ N○

T ∧ (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n)

EIS ∪EIM ∪ {(n1, n2) ∶ hNM (n2) = n
∧hN (n1) = parent(SS , n)}

} if NIM ≠ ∅ ∧ hNM (rIM ) = n

EIS otherwise

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

AttIS ∪ {a1 ∈ AttIM ∶

(∃n1 ∈ N,a2 ∈ Att)(a2 = hAM (a1)
∧αM (a1) = α(a1) = n1)} ∪ {e1, . . . , ek}

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

if NIM ≠ ∅ ∧ ((n ∈ N○

T ∧ (∃n1 ∈ NIS)

(hN (n1) = n)) ∨ hNM (rIM ) = n))

AttIS otherwise

• αIT (a1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

αIM (a1) if a1 ∈ AttIM
{n1 ∈ NIM ∶ α(fi) = hNM (n1)} if a1 = ei, ei ∈ {e1, . . . , ek}
αIS(a1) otherwise

• λIT (n1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

λIM (n1) if n1 ∈ NIM ∪AttIM
λ(fi) if n1 = ei, ei ∈ {e1, . . . , ek}
λIS(n1) otherwise

• ρIT (a1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

ρIM (a1) if a1 ∈ AttIM
ALL if a1 ∈ {e1, . . . , ek}
ρIS(a1) otherwise

Preconditions
1) n ∈ NS , 2) N = NM , 3) E = EM , 4) Att∩AttS = ∅, 5) (∀n1 ∈ (NS ∪AttS))(∀n2 ∈ (N ∪Att))(λS(n1) ≠ λ(n2)), 6) n ∈ N○

S ⇒ r ∈ N●,

7) n ∈ N●

S ⇒ r ∈ N○, 8) n ∈ N●

S ⇒ α−1(n) = ∅, 9) NM ≠ ∅
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Table A.4: Preconditions and declarative semantics of the Merge and ReplaceSubtreesWithAttribute atomic operators

Merge operator

Merge ∶ S × ℘(N ) ×L→ S
Merge(SS ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `) = ST

Let n the system-generated identifier for the new node labeled `.

• NT = (NS ∖ {m1, . . . ,mp}) ∪ {n}

• ET = (ES ∖ ({(parent(SS ,mi),mi) ∶ mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}} ∪

{(mi, n1) ∈ ES ∶ mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp} ∧ n1 ∈

NS})) ∪ {(parent(SS ,m1), n)} ∪ {(n,n1) ∶ (∃mi ∈

{m1, . . . ,mp})((mi, n1) ∈ ES)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS

• αT (a1) = {
n if αS(a1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}

αS(a1) otherwise

• λT (n1) = {
` if n1 = n
λS(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IEMerge ∶ S × S × I × ℘(N ) ×L→ I

IEMerge(SS , ST , IS ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `) = IT

Let l be the identifier generated, if necessary, by the system for the new node labeled `. Let b1, . . . , bk be the identifiers generated,
if necessary, for the attributes d1, . . . , dk of the target schema defined in this way: di ∈ α

−1
T (n) ∶ (∄ci ∈ AttIS)(di = hA(ci)). The

attributes d1, . . . , dk are the ones associated with the nodes belonging to {m1, . . . ,mp} that do not have a corresponding node in the
instance.

• NIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

(NIS ∖ {n1 ∈ NIS ∶

hN (n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp}}) ∪ {l}
} if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) ∈ {m1 . . .mp})

NIS otherwise

• EIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

{(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ hN (n1), hN (n2) ∉ {m1, . . . ,mp}} ∪ {(l, n1) ∶

(∃n2 ∈ NIS)((n2, n1) ∈ EIS ∧ ((∃mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp})(mi =

hN (n2))))} ∪ {(parent(SIS , n1), l) ∶ (hN (n1) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp})}

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) ∈ {m1 . . .mp})

EIS otherwise
• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {
AttIS ∪ {b1, . . . , bk} if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) ∈ {m1 . . .mp})

AttIS otherwise

• αIT (a1) = {
n if hN (αIS(a1)) ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp} ∨ a1 ∈ {b1, . . . , bk}
αIS(a1) otherwise

• λIT (n1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

` if n1 = l
λT (di) if n1 = bi, bi ∈ {b1, . . . , bk}
λIS(n1) otherwise

• ρIT (a1) = {
ALL if a1 ∈ {b1, . . . , bk}
ρIS(a1) otherwise

Preconditions
1) n ∈ N

○, 2) (∀mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp})(mi ∈ N
○

S ∖ {rS}), 3) (∀mi,mj ∈ {m1 . . .mp})(parent(SS ,mi) = parent(SS ,mj)), 4) (∀n1 ∈

(NS ∪AttS) ∖ {m1, . . . ,mp})(λS(n1) ≠ `)

RSWA operator

RSWA ∶ S ×N ×L→ S

RSWA(SS , n, `) = ST

Let a the system-generated id. of the new
attribute labeled `.

• NT = NS ∖ desc(SS , n)

• ET = ES ∖ {(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ n2 ∈

desc(SS , n)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = (AttS ∪ {a}) ∖ {a1 ∈ AttS ∶

αS(a1) ∈ desc(SS , n)}

• αT (a1) = {
n if a1 = a
αS(a1) otherwise

• λT (n1) = {
` if n1 = a
λS(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IERSWA ∶ S × S × I ×N ×L→ I

IERSWA(SS , ST , IS , n, `) = IT
Let b be the id. generated, if necessary, by the system for the new attribute labeled `.

• NIT = {n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) ∈ NT }

• EIT = {(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ (hN (n1), hN (n2)) ∈ ET }

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {
{a1 ∈ AttIS ∶ hA(a1) ∈ AttT } ∪ {b} if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n)
AttIS otherwise

• αIT (a1) = {
n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) = n if a1 = b
αIS(a1) otherwise

• λIT (n1) = {
` if n1 = b
λIS(n1) otherwise

• ρIT (a1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

λIS(n2) ∶

(∃(n1, n2) ∈ EIS)(hN (n1) = n)
}

if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)

(hN (n1) = n)

ρIS(a1) otherwise

Preconditions
1) n ∈ N●

S , 2) α−1S (n) = ∅, 3) (∀n1 ∈ (NS ∪AttS) ∖ (desc(SS , n) ∪ {a1 ∈ AttS ∶ αS(a1) ∈ desc(SS , n)}))(λS(n1) ≠ `)
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Table A.5: Preconditions and declarative semantics of the high-level operators

Move operator

Move ∶ S ×N ×N → S

Move(SS , n,m) = ST

• NT = NS

• ET = (ES ∖ {(parent(SS , n), n)}) ∪
{(m,n)}

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS

• αT = αS

• λT = λS

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IUMove ∶ S × S × I ×N ×N → I

IUMove(SS , ST , IS , n,m) = IT

• NIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

NIS }
if (∃n1, n2 ∈ NIS)

(hN (n1) = n ∧ hN (n2) =m)

NIS ∖ {n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) ∈ d̃esc(ST , n)} otherwise

• EIT =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

(EIS ∖ {(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ hN (n2) = n})
∪{(n1, n2) ∶ hN (n1) =m ∧ hN (n2) = n}

}
if (∃n1, n2 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n
∧hN (n2) =m)

EIS ∖ {(n1, n2) ∈ EIS ∶ hN (n2) ∈ d̃esc(ST , n) ∧ n1 ∈ NIS} otherwise
• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {
AttIS if (∃n1, n2 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n ∧ hN (n2) =m)

AttIS ∖ {a1 ∈ AttIS ∶ αT (hA(a1)) ∈ d̃esc(ST , n)} otherwise

• αIT (a1) = αIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIT

• λIT (n1) = λIS(n1) if n1 ∈ NIT ∪AttIT

• ρIT (a1) = ρIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIT

Preconditions
1) n ∈ N●

S , 2) m ∈ N○

S , 3) m ∉ d̃esc(SS , n)

Rename operator

Rename ∶ S × (N ∪ A) × L → S

Rename(SS , n, `) = ST

• NT = NS

• ET = ES

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS

• αT = αS

• λT (n1) = {
` if n1 = n
λS(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IERename ∶ S × S × I × (N ∪A) ×L→ I

IERename(SS , ST , IS , n, `) = IT

• NIT = NIS

• EIT = EIS

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = AttIS

• αIT = αIS

• λIT (n1) = {
` if hN (n1) = n ∨ hA(n1) = n
λIS(n1) otherwise

• ρIT = ρIS

Preconditions
1) n ∈ NS ∪AttS , 2) ∀(n1 ∈ NS ∪AttS)(n1 ≠ n⇒ λS(n1) ≠ `)

InsertAttribute operator

InsertAttribute ∶ S ×N ×L→ S

InsertAttribute(SS , n, `) = ST

Let a the system-generated id. of the new
attribute labeled `.

• NT = NS

• ET = ES

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS ∪ {a}

• αT (a1) = {
n if a1 = a
αS(a1) otherwise

• λT (n1) = {
` if n1 = a
λS(n1) otherwise

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IEInsertAttribute ∶ S × S × I ×N ×L→ I

IEInsertAttribute(SS , ST , IS , n, `) = IT

Let b be the id. generated, if necessary, by the system for the new attribute labeled `.

• NIT = NIS

• EIT = EIS

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {
AttIS ∪ {b} if (∃n1 ∈ NIS)(hN (n1) = n)
AttIS otherwise

• αIT (a1) = {
n1 ∈ NIS ∶ hN (n1) = n if a1 = b
αIS(a1) otherwise

• λIT (n1) = {
` if n1 = b
λIS(n1) otherwise

• ρIT (a1) = {
ALL if a1 = b
ρIS(a1) otherwise

Preconditions
1) n ∈ N○

S , 2) (∀n1 ∈ NS ∪AttS)(λS(n1) ≠ `)

DeleteAttribute operator

DeleteAttribute ∶ S ×A→ S
DeleteAttribute(SS , a) = ST

• NT = NS

• ET = ES

• rT = rS

• AttT = AttS ∖ {a}

• αT (a1) = αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttT

• λT (n1) = λS(n1) if n1 ∈ NT ∪AttT

Modifications induced on the instances IS of SS

IUDeleteAttribute ∶ S × S × I ×A→ I

IUDeleteAttribute(SS , ST , IS , a) = IT

• NIT = NIS

• EIT = EIS

• rIT = rIS

• AttIT = {a1 ∈ AttIS ∶ hA(a1) ∈ AttT }

• αIT (a1) = αS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIT

• λIT (n1) = λT (n1) if n1 ∈ NIT ∪AttIT

• ρIT (a1) = ρIS(a1) if a1 ∈ AttIT

Preconditions
1) a ∈ AttS , 2) αS(a) ∈ N

○

S
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Appendix B. Context-Aware View Evolution

Notation The set N̂REC indicates the nodes having a descendant contained in NDEF : N̂REC = {n1 ∈ N○
T ∶ (∃n2 ∈

NDEF )(n2 ∈ desc(n1))}.

Table B.1: Definition of the NDEF and NCOMP sets associated with the schema evolution operators.

Delete(SS , n)
NDEF = {parent(SS , n)} ∩ N̄○

T

NCOMP = { N̂REC if parent(SS , n) ∈ N̄○

T

ãsc(ST , parent(SS , n)) ∩N○

T otherwise

Insert(SS ,R,n) NDEF = N̄
NCOMP = N̂REC

Merge(SS ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `)

Let n be the identifier of the new node labeled `
NDEF = {n} ∩ N̄○

T

NCOMP = { N̂REC if n ∈ N̄○

T

{n} otherwise

RSWA(SS , n, `) NDEF = {n}
NCOMP = N̂REC

InsertFM(SS ,R,n)

if nM = n
the effects of the previous deletion are discarded, then
NDEF = {n1 ∈ N̄ ∶ (∃n2 ∈ ãsc(R,n1))((∃a1 ∈ α−1(n2))

(a1 ∉ α−1M (n2)) ∨ (∃a1 ∈ α−1M (n2))(a1 ∉ α−1(n2)))}
NCOMP = N̂REC

else
NDEF = N̄
NCOMP = N̂REC

Move(SS , n,m)
NDEF = { d̃esc(ST , n) ∩ N̄T if parent(SS , n) ∉ N̄○

T

(d̃esc(ST , n) ∩ N̄T ) ∪ {parent(SS , n)} otherwise

NCOMP = { N̂REC ∪ ãsc(ST , parent(SS , n)) if parent(SS , n) ∉ N̄○

T

N̂REC otherwise

Rename(SS , n, `) NDEF = ∅
NCOMP = ∅

InsertAttribute(SS , n, `) NDEF = N̄T ∩ d̃esc(ST , n)
NCOMP = N̂REC

DeleteAttribute(SS , a) NDEF = N̄T ∩ d̃esc(ST , αS(a))
NCOMP = N̂REC

Appendix C. Optimization Rules

Notation Given an operator opx, ref(opx) is the set of nodes and attributes mentioned among its parameters; for
instance ref(Merge(SS , {n1, n2, n3}, `)) = {n1, n2, n3}.

Table C.1: Predicates used for the definition of the applicability conditions of the optimization rules, referring to the operators between
positions i and j of the input sequence.

Predicate Description

no use(n) ∄k ∶ i < k < j, n ∈ ref(∆k)
no use sub(n) (∀n ∈ d̃esc(Si+1, n) ∪ {a ∈ Atti+1 ∶ αi+1(a) ∈ d̃esc(Si+1, n)})(no use(n))
no ins label(`) ∄k ∶ i < k < j, ((∆k = Insert(Sk, SX , ) ∨ ∆k =

InsertFM(Sk, SX , )) ∧ (∃n1 ∈ NX)(λX(n1) = `)) ∨ (∆k =
Merge(Sk, , `)) ∨ (∆k = RSWA(Sk, , `)) ∨ (∆k = Rename(Sk, , `)) ∨
(∆k = InsertAttribute(Sk, , `))

no ins label sub(n) (∀n1 ∈ desc(Si, n)) (no ins label(λi(n1)) ∧ (∀a1 ∈
α−1(n1))(no ins label(λi(a1))))

no unique child(n) ∄k ∶ 1 < k < j, siblings(Sk, n) = ∅
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Table C.2: Optimization rules
Rule opi opj opnew Conditions pol

O1
opi ∈

{Insert(Si, SX , n),
InsertFM(Si, SX , n)}

opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n
′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))
∧rX ∈ desc(Sj , n

′
) ∧((opj = RSWA(. . .) ∧ opi =

InsertFM(. . .)) ⇒ rX ∉ children(Sj , n
′
))

∧no use sub(rX) ∧ (rX ∈ N○

X ⇒

no unique child(rX))

recomp

O2
Merge(Si,{m1, . . . ,

mp}, `)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

Let n be the id. of the new node labeled `
(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))
∧n ∈ desc(Sj , n

′
) ∧(opj = RSWA(. . .) ⇒ n ∉

children(Sj , n
′
)) ∧no use(n) ∧ (∀mi ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp})

(no ins label(λi(mi)))

recomp

O3 RSWA(Si, n, `)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

Let a be the id. of the new attribute labeled `
(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧n ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
) ∧ no use(a) ∧no ins label sub(n)

recomp

O4 Delete(Si, n)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧∆i+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .) ∧parent(Si, n) ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
)

∧no ins label sub(n) ∧ no ins label(λi(n)) ∧(∀a1 ∈

α−1(n))(no ins label(λi(a1)))

recomp

O5 InsAttr(Si, n, `)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

Let a be the id. of the new attribute labeled ` (opj =
Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧αj(a) ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
) ∧no use(a)

apply ∅

O6 DelAttr(Si, a)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j
(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧αi(a) ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
) ∧no ins label(λi(a))

apply ∅

O7 Rename(Si, n, `)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧(n ∈ Ni ∧ opj = Delete(. . .) ⇒ n ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
))

∧(n ∈ Ni ∧ opj = RSWA(. . .) ⇒ n ∈ desc(Sj , n
′
))

∧(opj = RSWA(. . .) ⇒ n ∉ children(Sj , n
′
))

∧no ins label(λi(n)) ∧(n ∈ Atti ⇒ αi(n) ∈

d̃esc(Sj , n
′
))

apply ∅

O8 Rename(Si, n, `)
Merge(Sj ,{m1, . . . ,

mp}, `′)
opj , new = j n ∈ {m1, . . . ,mp} ∧no ins label(λi(n)) apply ∅

O9 Rename(Si, n, `) Rename(Sj , n, `
′
) opj , new = j no ins label(λi(n)) ∧ `

′
≠ λi(n) apply ∅

O10 Rename(Si, a, `) DelAttr(Sj , a) opj , new = j a ∈ Atti ∧ no ins label(λi(a)) apply ∅

O11 Move(Si, n,m)
opj ∈ {Delete(Sj , n

′
),

RSWA(Sj , n
′, `′)}

opj , new = j

(opj = Delete(. . .)⇒∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .))

∧n,m ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n
′
) ∧parent(Si, n) ∈ d̃esc(Sj , n

′
)

∧no use sub(n)

recomp

C1
opi ∈

{Insert(Si, SX , n),
InsertFM(Si, SX , n)}

Delete(Sj , rX) undef.
∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .) ∧no use sub(rX) ∧ (rX ∈

N○

X ⇒ no unique child(rX))
recomp

C2 InsAttr(Si, n, `) DelAttr(Sj , a) undef.
Let a be the id. of the new attribute labeled `
no use(a)

apply opj

C3 Rename(Si, n, `) Rename(Sj , n, `
′
) undef. `′ = λi(n) ∧ no ins label(λi(n)) apply opj

I1 Insert(Si, SX , n) Insert(Sj , SY , n
′
)

Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

Insert(SX , SY , n
′
)

n′ ∈ NX ∧((∀n1 ∈ NY ∪ AttY )
(no ins label(λY (n1)))) ∧prec(Insert(SX , SY , n

′
)) recomp

I2 Insert(Si, SX , n)
Merge(Sj ,{m1,
. . . ,mp}, `)

Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

Merge(SX ,{m1,
. . . ,mp}, n)

Let m be the new node labeled `
{m1, . . . ,mp} ⊆ NX ∧(∀mi ∈

{m1, . . . ,mp})(no use(mi)) ∧no ins label(`)
∧prec(Merge(SX ,{m1, . . . ,mp}, `))

recomp

I3 Insert(Si, SX , n) RSWA(Sj ,m, `)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

RSWA(SX ,m, `)

m ∈ NX ∧no use sub(m) ∧no ins label(`)
∧prec(RSWA(SX ,m, `))

recomp

I4 Insert(Si, SX , n) Delete(Sj ,m)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

Delete(SX ,m)

∆j+1 ≠ InsertFM(. . .) ∧ m ∈ NX ∧no use sub(m)
∧prec(Delete(SX ,m)) recomp

I5 Insert(Si, SX , n) InsAttr(Sj ,m, `)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

InsAttr(SX ,m, `)

Let a be the new attribute labeled `
m ∈ NX ∧ no ins label(`) ∧ prec(InsAttr(SX ,m, `))

apply opj

I6 Insert(Si, SX , n) DelAttr(Sj , a)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

DelAttr(SX , a)
a ∈ AttX ∧ no use(a) ∧ prec(InsAttr(SX ,m, `)) apply opj

I7 Insert(Si, SX , n) Rename(Sj ,m, `)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

Rename(SX ,m, `)

m ∈ NX ∪ AttX ∧ no ins label(`) ∧

prec(Rename(SX ,m, `))
apply opj

I8 InsAttr(Si, n, `) Rename(Sj , n, `
′
)

InsAttr(Si, n, `
′
),

new = i
no ins label(`′) apply opj

I9 Insert(Si, SX , n) Move(Sj , p,m)
Insert(Si, SZ , n),
new = i, SZ =

Move(SX , p,m)
p,m ∈ NX ∧prec(Move(SX , p,m)) ∧no use sub(p) recomp
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